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ABSTRACT 

During the last ten years several studies have investigated the effects of memory loss in future 
thinking. These studies have revealed a striking overlap in the brain activity associated with 
remembering past experiences and foreseeing possible future experiences. This thesis encompasses a 
series of experiments in Alzheimer’s disease and amnesic patients, through the investigation of 
memory disorders such as confabulation and forgetfulness, in order to isolate the cognitive 
mechanisms and the neural correlates underlying the subjective experience of time and their relation 
with memory. In the first part of this work we show that the close linkage between episodic memory 
and episodic future thinking lies on cognitive processes related to self-projection and awareness of 
subjective time, rather than on constructive processes based on previously stored elements. Results in 
confabulating amnesic patients support these data showing that regardless the underlying pathology 
and the lesion site, confabulation largely reflects the individual’s tendency to consider habits and over-
learned information, perhaps nuanced by personal significance, as unique episodes. This tendency is 
not limited to the retrieval of past information but involves the planning of the future as well. In the 
second part of this work, our neuroanatomical results confirm previous findings on the neural 
correlates of confabulation and amnesia but differ with respect to these studies for the cerebral white 
matter analysis. Our findings suggest that confabulation might be caused not only by prefrontal 
lesions, but also by a functional disconnection between the frontal cortex and the medial temporal 
lobe. Taken together, these observations suggest that the medial temporal lobe, especially the 
hippocampus, is a good candidate as the neural correlate of temporal consciousness.  
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RIASSUNTO 

Negli ultimi dieci anni diversi studi hanno analizzato gli effetti legati alla perdita di memoria sulla 
previsione di eventi futuri. Questi studi hanno rivelato una spiccata sovrapposizione nell’attività del 
cervello associata al ricordo di esperienze passate e alla previsione di esperienze future. Questa tesi 
annovera una serie di esperimenti su pazienti affetti da demenza di Alzheimer e pazienti amnesici, 
attraverso l’indagine di disturbi mnesici come la confabualzione e l’oblio, in modo da isolare i 
meccanismi cognitivi e i correlati neurali sottostanti l’esperienza soggettiva del tempo e della loro 
relazione con la memoria. Nella prima parte di questo lavoro mostriamo che l’associazione tra la 
memoria episodica e la previsione di eventi futuri risiede in meccanismi cognitivi legati alla 
proiezione del “self” e alla consapevolezza del tempo soggettivo, anziché in processi detti costruttivi, 
basati su informazioni precedentemente immagazzinate. I risultati sui pazienti amnesici confabulanti 
supportano questi dati, mostrando che al di là della sottostante patologia e del sito lesionale, la 
confabulazione riflette largamente la tendenza dell’individuo a considerare le abitudini e le 
informazioni sovra-apprese, presumibilmente personalmente rilevanti, come episodi unici e specifici. 
Questa tendenza non si limita al recupero dell’informazione passata ma coinvolge anche la 
pianificazione futura. Nella seconda parte di questo lavoro i nostri risultati neuroanatomici 
confermano le precedenti scoperte sui correlati neurali della confabulazione e dell’amnesia, ma 
differiscono rispetto a questi per l’analisi della materia bianca cerebrale. I nostri risultati suggeriscono 
che la confabulazione potrebbe essere causata non solo da lesioni frontali, ma anche da una 
disconnesione funzionale tra la corteccia frontale e il lobo temporale mediale. Complessivamente, 
queste osservazioni suggeriscono che il lobo temporal mediale, in particolare l’ippocampo, 
rappresenta un buon candidato come correlato neurale della coscienza temporale.  
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I GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1. The relation between memory and consciousness 

One can read a handful of articles and books on the topic of memory without ever 

encountering the term “consciousness”. Even so, one might think that memory has something 

to do with remembering and remembering is undoubtedly a conscious experience. 

Remembering an event means to being aware of something that happened in an early 

occasion. Nevertheless, through most of its history, the cognitive study of memory has largely 

developed without reference to the existence of conscious awareness during remembering. 

Analyzing how this occurred lies outside the intentions of this manuscript. We can suppose 

that the advent of cognitive neuroscience and the necessity to collect objective data 

determined a reduction of the study of the brain and its underlying cognitive mechanisms. 

Nowadays, understanding the relation between memory and consciousness would appear to 

be an essential task for both cognitive and neuropsychological theories of memory.  

Before proceeding further, it is important to delineate the terminology to which we refer in 

this manuscript. We use the term “consciousness” in reference to a person’s ongoing 

awareness of specific mental activity but not to generalized states of arousal or alertness.  

The first argument that supports a relation between memory and consciousness is the 

dissociation between implicit and explicit memory in amnesic patients and various 

neuropsychological syndromes (Corkin, 1968; Marshall & Halligan, 1988; Tranel & 

Damasio, 1985; Winocur & Weiskrantz, 1976). Different studies report data showing that 

amnesic patients have implicit memory for experiences that they cannot recollect consciously. 

For example, the well known case H.M. (Scoville & Milner, 1957) reported normal or near-

normal learning of various perceptual and motor skills without any conscious memory for the 

experiences of learning (Cohen & Squire, 1980).  

Endel Tulving was the first author (1985a) to observe a relation between memory and 

consciousness. He suggested that memory is an organized system structured in three different 

subsystems such as, procedural, semantic and episodic (Tulving, 1983). Following this 

organization, he supposed a difference among the three kinds of memory, not only for the 

knowledge they handle, but also in the way they acquire and use this information. He 

speculated that to each system corresponds a variety of consciousness. Procedural memory 

(PM) is characterized by anoetic (non-knowing) consciousness. Organisms possessing only 

anoetic consciousness are conscious in the sense they perceive, register and respond to aspects 
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of the present environment both internally and externally. Semantic memory (SM) is 

characterized by noetic (knowing) consciousness, which allows organisms to be aware of 

objects and events and the relations among them, as well as to acquire knowledge of the 

world. Finally, autonoetic (self-knowing) consciousness is related to episodic memory (EM) 

and it is necessary for the remembering of personally experienced events. When a person 

recalls such an event, they become aware that the episode is a veridical part of their existence. 

It is autonoetic consciousness that confers the special character to the remembered episodes, 

and it allows us to distinguish that special event from imagined or dreamed situations. 

Evidence for EM and autonoetic consciousness will be drawn from clinical observations and 

experimental data along this manuscript.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The definition of temporal consciousness   

Temporal consciousness (TC) is consciousness of time. According to Dalla Barba (2002), it is 

an organized form of consciousness, an original and irreducible mode of addressing the 

world. TC transcends objective reality, the mere presence of the object in order to set it in 

time. In other words, TC means being conscious of one’s own personal past, present and 

future.  

The concept of TC was developed on the basis of neuropsychological evidences of amnesic 

patients (G. Dalla Barba, 1993b; G. Dalla Barba, Mantovan, Ferruzza, & Denes, 1997). 

Usually, what these patients seem to have lost is not only their capacity to recall personal past 

episodes (the EM ability), but also to foresee personal future events. In other words they are 

Figure 1.1  Schematic arrangement of the relation between 
memory systems and varieties of consciousness. (Adapted from 
Tulving 1985b). 
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living in an instantaneous present. For example, when Tulving asked to the patient K.C. 

(1985b) to describe the state of his mind when he tries to think about his past and his future,  

the best he could do was to say that it is “blank”. K.C. suffered from head injury that 

produced damage to the medial temporal and frontal lobes and he became densely amnesic. 

His mental imagery and intellectual capabilities were intact as well as his knowledge of the 

world (premorbidly acquired semantic memory). Furthermore he did not show language 

difficulties, his thoughts were clear and he had a good sense of self, here and now. However, 

his sense of subjective time was completely lost.  

Dalla Barba argues that the three dimensions of TC (past, present and future) are not isolated 

dimensions but continuously refer to one another. According to him, consciousness of the past 

is an act through which the object of consciousness is seen as absent (or as present in the 

past). Contrarily, consciousness of the present is an act that gives a temporal connotation of 

the objects in the present; it is quite different from perception which is purely presence of 

consciousness to the object. The third subordinate of TC is consciousness of the future, which 

sees object in the future. It entails the collocation of my possibility in the future, it is based on 

my experience and it is completely different from the imagination of unrealistic scenarios. 

More specifically saying that yesterday I saw a friend, that now I am sitting in front of my 

desk and that later I’m going to the cinema, is possible because the subject (in this case 

myself) is giving a temporal connotation to these facts and thoughts.  

This “time capacity” is strictly associated to our experience of personal identity; as a matter of 

fact a coherent idea of ourselves is dependent on our past experiences and possibilities in the 

future. The best way to explain this idea is to quote Tulving (2002a): 

 

… We can, if we wish, close our eyes and think about what we did ten minutes ago, or how we 

celebrated our last birthday. And we can think about what we might be doing tomorrow, or next year. 

This kind of sense of time makes a huge difference to what we are and how we live. If we retained all 

our other mental capacities, but lost the awareness of time in which our lives are played out, we might 

still be uniquely different from all other animals but we would no longer be human as we understand 

humanness (p. 311). 

 

A complete description of TC and the cognitive model wherein it is embedded will be 

described in the section “Cognitive disorders related to episodic memory and temporal 

consciousness”. 
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2.1 Concepts related to temporal consciousness 

The reflections proposed by various philosophers about the human sense of time, surely have 

produced a positive impulse on the investigations of the actual neuroscience.  

One of the first observations on memory and consciousness of time has been made by Saint 

Agustine of Hippo, between AD 397 and AD 398: 

 

One fact is limpid and clear: neither the future nor the past exists. It is inexact to say that there are 

three kinds of time: past, present and future. Maybe it would be more exact to say that time can be 

conceived of in three ways: the present of the past, the present of the present and the present of the 

future. 

 

In his “Confessions”, he reflected upon the possibility to measure the human sense of time, 

concluding that it occurs in our mind by using memory. He proposed that this human capacity 

is related to different states of our soul: to wait for, to pay attention to and to remember. 

Another influent philosopher who examined the topic was Henry Bergson (1859-1941). In his 

doctoral dissertation (1889) he distinguished between time as we actually experience it, time 

already lived, which he called “real duration” (durée réelle), and the mechanistic time of 

science. According to Bergson, real duration cannot be analyzed mathematically. In order to 

try to understand the flow of time, the intellect forms concepts of time as consisting of 

defined moments or intervals. But to try to intellectualize the experience of duration is to 

falsify it. Real duration can only be experienced by intuition. 

In 2002 Tulving formulated the concept of chronestesia. He declared it is a form of 

consciousness that allows individuals to think about the subjective time in which they live and 

that makes it possible for them to “mentally travel” in such time (Tulving, 2002). 

Chronestesia serves many time-related behavioral and cognitive functions as a critical 

enabling condition. Tulving suggested that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) can be one of the 

neuronatomical regions involved in tasks related to this form of consciousness. The reason for 

suspecting the involvement of PFC in chronestesia lies in neuropsychological and 

neuroimaging findings (see paragraphs below). 

Another related concept has been proposed by Suddendorf and Corballis (Suddendorf & 

Corballis, 1997). They coined the term “Mental time travel” to refer to the faculty that allows 

humans to mentally project themselves backwards in time to re-live, or forwards to pre-live, 

events. They argue that past and future travels share phenomenological characteristics and 

activate similar parts of the brain. They also suggest the possibility of mental time travel in 

animals, putting forward evolutionary considerations. They suppose that mental time travel 
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offers the ultimate level of flexibility, allowing voluntary anticipation of any particular event. 

However, the terminology and the mechanisms described by Suddendorf and Corballis, are  

 

far from the phenomenological experience of remembering and imagining personal future 

episodes described in Dalla Barba’s and Tulving’s essays. 

These formulations have allowed different researchers during the last ten years to analyze the 

cognitive mechanisms and the neural correlates implicated in these time related functions, 

proposing different explanation theories. Schacter and Addis (2007) have proposed the 

“Constructive simulation hypothesis” suggesting that the mechanism lying behind the 

episodic memory has evolved as a constructive mechanism, to allow individual simulations of 

future episodes. This selection permits people to collect elements from different memories, 

and combine them in an unpredicted manner in order to generate new future scenarios.  

 

3. Cognitive systems related to temporal consciousness  

3.1 Episodic memory 

EM is the cognitive system that allows us to remember (consciously recollect) personal past 

experiences, for example what I had for dinner yesterday. In 1972 Tulving introduced this 

concept (Tulving, 1972) but over the years the definition of EM has been revised several 

times. A recent definition (Tulving, 2002b) states that: 

 

Episodic memory is a recently evolved, late-developing, and early-deteriorating past-orientated 

memory system, more vulnerable than other memory systems to neuronal dysfunction, and probably 

unique to humans. It makes possible mental time travel through subjective time, from the present to the 

past, thus allowing one to reexperience, through autonoetic consciousness, one’s own previous 

experiences. Its operations require, but go beyond the semantic memory system. Retrieving 

information from episodic memory (remembering or conscious recollection) is contingent on the 

establishment of a specific mental set, dubbed “episodic retrieval mode”. Episodic memory is 

subserved by widely distributed network of cortical and subcortical brain regions that overlaps with but 

also extends beyond the networks subserving other memory systems (p.5) 

 

The current definition of EM puts focus on retrieval of information, with a special emphasis 

on “retrieval mode”. However, EM is a complex construct that depends on different processes 

such as encoding of information and the subsequent consolidation of such information.  

Encoding can be guided by intention such as when one meets a person and attempts to encode 

her/his name. It can also be an incidental process and occur as by-product of other activities. 
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The latter type may be the most common way of encoding, such as when one is attending a 

party without intentionally trying to memorize names or situations and later he/her will be 

able to remember much of what happened at the party. It is no clear what permits what will be 

encoded into memory, but surely attention seems to be a factor involved in this process. To be 

stored over time, encoded information must undergo a consolidation process. This takes place 

at different levels (Frankland & Bontempi, 2005). Fast morphological changes are needed for 

initial stabilization of memories and include restructuring of existing synaptic connections 

and growth of new ones. At the system level, consolidation refers to a gradual reorganization 

of brain regions that support memory.  

The retrieval modality is considered the main important process of EM. Actually we know 

that also memory retrieval can induce changes at the neural level (Frankland & Bontempi, 

2005; Nadel & Land, 2000). In the laboratory, episodic memory retrieval is studied by 

exposing subjects to words or pictures and subsequently testing them for the information 

stored. Two main categories of tests are used to evaluate retrieval: recognition and recall tests. 

During recognition tests, old items (studied items) are presented with new items (non studied 

items) and subject is asked to answer which item was previously presented. On the other 

hand, during recall the subject’s task is to produce the names of studied items (pictures or 

words) either with specific cues (cued recall) or without cues (free recall). Following 

Tulving’s assumption, it is needs two conditions for retrieval to occur: firstly the system must 

be in the retrieval mode and secondly that an appropriate cue must be present (Tulving, 1983). 

The retrieval mode in everyday situations is initiated by a question about what one did during 

the past vacation for example, whereas retrieval cue may be self generated or induced by 

several questions.  

 

3.1.1 Remembering versus Knowing 

Remembering is meant to refer to the circumstance when an item elicits a conscious 

recollection that includes information about the context in which the item was learned; it is 

strictly related to EM. Knowing is meant to refer to a circumstance when an item appears 

familiar, but memory for the original learning context is not available. A distinction closely 

related to these terms is recollection and familiarity. The first involves remembering the 

contextual associations of the original learning experience, whereas the second does not 

require any recollection of the original experience. It has been proposed that recollection 

relies on the hippocampus, whereas familiarity can be supported by the adjacent cortex within 

the medial temporal lobe. In this view, patients with damage limited to the hippocampus 
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should be selectively impaired at recollecting information and less impaired at recognizing 

material when it can be supported by familiarity. A recent study (Addante, Ranganath, 

Olichney, & Yonelinas, 2012) using event-related potentials recording in a group of amnesic 

patients, show that recollection can be severely impaired in amnesia, even when familiarity 

related processing is relatively spared.  

An alternative view is that recognition decisions are based on a unidimensional strength-of-

memory variable that combines estimates of recollection and familiarity. Thus, as in the case 

of remembering and knowing, a capacity for recollection is likely to be associated with strong 

memories and familiarity with weaker memories  

 

4. Principal brain structures of episodic memory 

4.1 The Temporal Lobe 

It is natural to begin the review of brain structures implicated in EM by discussing the 

hippocampus. Following the discovery by Scoville and Milner (1957), numerous papers have 

tried to determinate the functional role of the hippocampus. It has been shown that lesions to 

the hippocampus provoke EM loss. Some authors suggest that this region supports also 

acquiring of semantic information (Squire & Zola, 1998). Other researchers refer to multiple 

temporal lobe systems, such as the hippocampal system implicated in remembering and 

recollection of episodes, versus the perirhinal cortex involved in semantic memory processes 

(Brown & Aggleton, 2001; Murray & Bussey, 1999). 

The perirhinal cortex extends from medial to lateral temporal cortex (Murray & Bussey, 

1999), where it borders ventrolateral temporal regions of the ventral visual pathway 

(Desimone et al., 1995). The activity in ventral temporal regions is modulated by stimulus 

familiarity and forms associations between visual stimuli and it is critical for aspects of 

semantic memory. Interactions of lateral temporal and medial temporal regions may underlie 

EM (Eichenbaum, 2004), with additional top-down contributions from frontal regions. 

The amygdala is also a main component of the EM system. It is not part of the medial 

temporal core system, but has extensive interactions with these regions and also with other 

cortical and subcortical regions of the brain. The amygdala influences emotionally aspects of 

EM (Phelps, 2004) resulting in enhanced memory for emotional informations; its activation is 

related moreover to recollection of emotional stimuli (Sharot, Delgado, & Phelps, 2004).  
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4.2 The Frontal Lobe  

Frontal lobes have direct and indirect connections with many cortical and subcortical regions. 

Its role in memory has been recognized for quite some time (Luria, 1976; Stuss & Benson, 

1986) and EM impairment has been linked to frontal lobe damage (Wheeler, Stuss, & 

Tulving, 1997). Frontal patients tend to be impaired moreover on recall, although they show 

impairment also in recognition tasks. These evidences suggest that frontal lobes contribute to 

the encoding of information as well as they play a critical role to retrieval processes.  

It has been shown that the degree of activity in frontal regions during incidental encoding 

predicts subsequent EM performance (Wagner, 1998). At retrieval, frontal activity can reflect 

a number of processes as well. Retrieval mode has been linked to several distinct frontal lobe 

regions, notably in the right hemisphere (Lepage, Ghaffar, Nyberg, & Tulving, 2000; Nyberg 

et al., 2000) 

 

4.3 The Parietal Lobe 

The parietal cortex is typically discussed in relation to various form of attention, but recently 

it was found that this part of the brain is actives also during EM retrieval (Cabeza & Nyberg, 

1997). There are likely anatomical connections between regions of the parietal lobe and the 

medial-temporal lobe (MTL) that underlies memory related processes.  

Parietal influences to EM reflect some attentional processes; however the activity in parietal 

regions is frequently modulated by level of retrieval success (Cabeza & Nyberg, 1997), 

indicating that these regions may indeed subserve mnemonic processes. For example it has 

been shown higher activity of these regions during old/new effects of stimuli recognition 

(Wagner, Shannon, Kahn, & Buckner, 2005). 

 

4.4 Thalamus and the mammillary bodies 

Damage to the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus and the mammillary bodies can cause 

diencephalic amnesia (Butters & Stuss, 1989). Diencephalic amnesia may also result from 

damage to fiber tracts that connect the diencephalon with MTL regions, provoking a 

disconnection syndrome (Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1982). 

 

4.5 Interactions among episodic memory structures  

EM retrieval can be viewed as the activation of a network, which is increased firing of 

neuronal ensembles (Fuster, 1997). Within this network, brain structures connections were 

highlighted: 
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- Connections among different medial temporal regions; between hippocampus and 

amygdala; among medial and lateral temporal regions; 

- Connections between medial-temporal and parietal cortex;  

- Connections between frontal regions and cortical and sub-cortical areas such as 

temporal cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum.  

 

 

Anatomical pathways have been identified for these connections, but little is known about 

precise interactions during task performance, due to difficulties in measuring and quantifying 

such interactions. However, important contributions have been made (Simons & Spiers, 

2003), indicating the importance of frontotemporal interactions during EM retrieval. In 

particular, much discussion has concerned the role of the interactions among the hippocampus 

and anterior PFC, corresponding to Broadman’s area 10, in particular in the right hemisphere. 

Right area 10 is frequently activated during EM retrieval but also by other tasks such as 

complex tests of working memory (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Principal connections between the medial temporal lobe and the 

prefrontal cortex. (Adapted from Simons and Spiers, 2003). 
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6. Pathologies related to episodic memory and temporal consciousness 

6.1 Amnesia 

Amnesia (in this manuscript we will refer to neurological amnesia) typically refers to 

difficulty in learning new information (anterograde amnesia) but it also reflects deficits in  

remembering the past (retrograde amnesia). Retrograde amnesia has traditionally been  

observed in the context of anterograde amnesia attributable to MTL and diencephalon 

(mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, anterior thalamic nucleus, internal medullary lamina, 

mamillary nuclei and mamillo-thalamic tract) lesions (Squire & Alvarez, 1995). However 

retrograde amnesia in the absence of anterograde amnesia has also been reported (Kapur, 

1993). Episodic impairment is prominently in isolated retrograde amnesia patients and it is 

more difficult to improve as compared to semantic knowledge deficit. Even when patients 

learn and retain information about personal past episodes, they constantly report an inability 

to re-experience these experiences as part of their past existence. Amnesic patients are also 

impaired in spatial memory tasks and when are asked to navigate to a destination in a virtual 

environment (Maguire, Burke, Phillips, & Staunton, 1996; Spiers et al., 2001). Since the 

discovery of hippocampal place cells in the rodent (O'Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971), the 

hippocampus is considered among other functions, a region that supports spatial memory. 

Systematic and cumulative work in humans and monkeys (Mishkin, 1982) succeeded in 

identifying the system of structures in the MTL essential for memory. These structures are the 

hippocampal region (hippocampus proper, dentate gyrus and subicular complex) and adjacent, 

anatomically related structures (entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex and parahippocampal 

cortex). Moreover it is important to note that different anatomical connections from different 

parts of the neocortex enter the MTL at different points: visual association cortex projects 

more strongly to the perirhinal cortex than to the parahippocampal cortex, whereas the 

parietal cortex projects to the parahippocampal cortex but not to the perirhinal cortex. Further, 

the hippocampus lies at the end of the MTL system and receives projections from each of the 

structures that precede it in the hierarchy (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994a, 1994b).  

In humans, damage limited to the hippocampus itself is sufficient to cause moderately severe 

amnesia (Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1986). The severity of memory impairment is 

augmented by additional damage outside of the hippocampus, beyond the CA1 field to the 

rest of the hippocampus and to the adjacent cortex. 

Neurological amnesia results from a number of conditions including Alzheimer’s disease or 

other dementing illnesses such as temporal lobe surgery, chronic alcohol abuse, encephalitis, 
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head injury, anoxia, ischemia, infarction, and the rupture and repair of an anterior 

communicating artery aneurysm (ACoA). 

The well known case of H.M. (Scoville & Milner, 1957) suffered of a severe amnesia 

(anterograde amnesia and retrograde amnesia for some decades) after bilateral ablation of the 

hippocampus and much of the surrounding MTL cortices.  

Amnesic patients, despite their memory deficit, have intact ability for some forms of new 

learning and memory. They have spared non-declarative memory (motor skills, perceptual 

and cognitive skills, priming, simple classical conditioning and habits), immediate and 

working memory. In addition, these patients have intact intelligence scores, normal language 

and social skills.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Amnesic syndrome following prefrontal lesions  

Clinicians have long noted that focal prefrontal lesions in humans produce a wide variety of 

memory deficits and this impression accords well with results from neuropsychological 

studies (Shimamura, Janowsky, & Squire, 1987; Stuss & Benson, 1986). In general, patients 

with PFC lesions show impairment on different memory tasks such as working memory and 

long term memory free recall. These patients fail to spontaneously use common memory 

Figure 1.3  (Left) A schematic view of the medial temporal lobe structures important for 
declarative memory. S = subicular complex; DG = dentate gyrus; CA1, CA3 = the CA fields of 
the hippocampus. (Right) Ventral view of the human brain showing the borders of perirhinal 
cortex (in grey), entorhinal cortex (diagonal stripes) and parahippocampal cortex (mottled 
shading). (Adapted from Squire et al., 2004). 
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strategies and lack insight into their memory problems. However, they can perform normally 

in cued recall compared to free recall and present mild impairment on item recognition.  

 

6.3 Alzheimer’s disease 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that primarily affects elderly 

individuals and is characterized by a progressive and gradual decline in cognitive, functional 

and behavioral abilities. The diagnostic criteria for AD require a “dual clinicopathological 

entity” which include: 1) the presence of a primary memory disorder centered on EM with at 

least one other affected cognitive domain and an associated deficit in activities of daily living 

and 2) specific neuropathological changes that usually include intraneuronal (neurofibrillary 

tangles) and extracellular parenchymal lesions (senile plaques) which are accompanied by 

synaptic loss and vascular amyloid deposits (J. L. Cummings, 2004). Because 

neuropathological investigations cannot be done during life (except in very limited cases by 

brain biopsy), AD has evolved into predominantly clinical entity with a probabilistic 

diagnosis (McKhann et al., 1984a). The development of objective biological markers for AD 

pathology and disease severity, in conjunction with neuropsychological evaluation, is crucial. 

Investigators are increasingly attempting to diagnose AD in its preclinical stage, which has 

led to a relatively new diagnostic entity termed “mild cognitive impairment”. A fundamental 

problem of diagnosing AD at its earliest stages lies in the ability to disentangle clinical or 

biological changes that are attributable to normal aging from those that are due to a 

neurodegenerative process. In fact different patterns of neuromorphological changes appear 

during normal aging and they are linear across the life span. These changes involve: gray and 

white matter loss, although it is not clear the prominence of loss between the two. Moreover 

there are regional differences in brain volume loss, prominently in frontal rather posterior 

areas. There are also studies reporting decreased temporal lobe volume albeit it is not clear if 

it is linear across the life span or if it starts after age 50 (Allen, Bruss, Brown, & Damasio, 

2005). Additionally to this, it is very important to recognize atypical presentations of AD that 

include non-amnestic focal cortical syndromes, such as progressive non-fluent aphasia, 

logopenic aphasia (J. Cummings, 2008), and posterior cortical atrophy (Alladi et al., 2007), 

that are confirmed neuropathologically as being AD. 

The culmination of evidence suggests reliable and marked volume loss in the hippocampus 

proper in mild, moderate and severe AD (Killiany et al., 2002; Seab et al., 1988). Pathological 

studies confirm, however, that the earliest deposition of the AD-defining β-amyloid plaque 

occurs in the entorhinal cortex (Hyman, Van Hoesen, & Damasio, 1990). 
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Significantly smaller volumes were observed in the fornix and mammillary bodies also. As far 

as the frontal lobes are concerned, there are contrasting evidences regarding the volumetric 

loss.  

 

7. Cognitive disorders related to episodic memory and temporal consciousness 

7.1 Confabulation 

Confabulation has always been considered a disorder related to memory. This is mainly due 

to the early descriptions that have been provided and the associated etiologies.  

Nowadays we know that confabulation, the production of statements or actions 

unintentionally incongruous to the subject’s history, background, present and future situations 

(Dalla Barba, 1993a) can affect the personal temporality as a whole. Nevertheless, the reason 

whereby some patients invent untrue stories in response to questions or even spontaneously 

without apparent motivation, still remains unexplained. These narratives are said to vary in 

terms of content, modality of production, form, duration, conviction and etiology. 

Confabulation is considered a rare phenomenon. However, clinical experience shows that 

confabulation is often short-lived and not recognized or confused with delusions. Typically 

confabulation disappears or is dramatically reduced in frequency and variety of content after 

an acute period, however chronic states are also described. The content of confabulation 

impairs above all autobiographical and recent episodic memories, even thought it can also 

affect non-personal information such as different aspects of SM. Another important point is 

that confabulation is always associated with anosognosia (that is unawareness or denial of the 

cognitive deficit or a profound lack of appreciation of its severity). Many etiological 

mechanisms or factors have been put forward to explain confabulations: amnesia, frontal lobe 

damage, a disturbance of the self. In the next paragraphs the different definitions, 

classifications, theories, aetiologies and brain lesions site that have been proposed along the 

years will be reviewed.  

 

7.1.1 Definitions and classifications of confabulation 

Emil Kraepelin (1856-1926) was the first author to describe confabulation. However, the first 

systematic description of the phenomenon has been made by Sergei Sergeievich Korsakoff 

(Russian psychiatrist born in 1845) in alcoholic patients. He described thought disorder 

(psychosis) in association with peripheral nerve inflammation (polyneuritis) giving rise to 

muscular weakness due to alcohol. He called this disorder “Polyneuritic psychosis” or 
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“Cerebropathia psychica toxaemica” (today called Korsakoff’s syndrome, KS) and the related 

confabulations “pseudo-reminiscences”. 

Bonhoeffer (1868-1948) made a distinction among the different types of confabulations 

observed. He proposed (1901, 1904) two forms, “momentary” or “out of embarrassment” 

confabulations, normally produced in response to questions and generally plausible, and 

“fantastic” confabulations of unreal and imaginary events.  

In the more recently literature, Berlyne (1972) reintroduced the distinction proposed by 

Bonhoeffer (but also by Talland in 1961), considering the two forms as different entities 

which he observed in patients with KS and dementia of diverse etiologies.  

Another distinction has been proposed by Kopelman (1987) between “provoked” and 

“spontaneous” confabulation, based on the content rather than the modality of evocation. He 

provided original data by using stories of the Wechsler Logical Memory stories (these are 

short stories with a definite number of information elements). Patients had to learn a story that 

later will be recalled. Confabulations were evaluated as intrusions of inaccurate material or 

changing the sense of the stories during its recall. Contrarily, he observed that spontaneous 

confabulations are “sustained, wide-ranging and grandiose”. These observations allowed 

Kopelman to juxtapose the two forms of confabulation: 

 

- Spontaneous confabulation was described as “a pathological phenomenon which is 

relatively rare and may result from the superimposition of frontal lobe pathology on an 

organic amnesia (Kopelman 1987, p. 1486). It may reflect an extremely incoherent 

and context free retrieval of memories and associations” (p.1482).  

On the other hand: 

- Provoked confabulation was described as “common in amnesic patients when given 

memory tests, resembles the errors produced by healthy subjects at prolonged 

retention intervals, and may represent a normal response to a faulty memory” 

(Kopelman 1987, p. 1486).  

 

Nowadays this distinction has been challenged and provoked and spontaneous confabulations 

are considered expression of the same disorder that could vary in the quality of content 

ranging from more plausible to less plausible (or semantically anomalous), according to the 

gradient of the memory impairment (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a). Moreover the difference 

between spontaneous and provoked confabulation often results in a difficult decision because 

in some cases spontaneous confabulations are plausible (Dalla Barba, 1993a) and provoked 
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confabulations may be bizarre and implausible (Dalla barba, 1993b). From a different 

perspective, Schnider (1996b) argues that the mechanism for provoked confabulation 

somewhat resembling gap-filling and cannot explain spontaneous confabulation. Based on 

previous and its own observations, he proposes a distinction of confabulation based on 

different forms: 

- Intrusions in memory tests or simple provoked confabulations. 

- Momentary confabulation, the most common form of confabulation, normally 

plausible although incompatible with the patient’s daily life. It describes false verbal 

statements, provoked or spontaneous, in a discussion or in other situations. 

- Fantastic confabulations are statements that have no basis in reality and that are 

logically inconceivable, thus are not accompanied by a corresponding behavior.  

- Behaviorally spontaneous confabulation constitutes a syndrome that includes 

confabulations, severe amnesia and disorientation. The term emphasizes the 

agreement between the patient’s spontaneous behavior and the verbal expression of 

his concept of reality.  

 

Concerning the Schnider’s classification, Dalla Barba suggests that provoked confabulation 

and intrusion are distinct phenomena, but, as far as intrusion reflects a tendency to 

unintentionally provide an inappropriate item when the correct one is lacking, it can be 

considered a confabulatory-like behavior. 

Following a different point of view, Dalla Barba (1993b) proposed that, regardless the 

modality of appearance (spontaneously vs. provoked), confabulations can be distinguished 

according to the semantic quality of their content. Thus confabulation may be “semantically 

appropriate” when the semantic coherence is respected and is indistinguishable from true 

memories. On the other hand we can observe “semantically anomalous” confabulations when 

the semantic coherence is not respected. In the first type, the plausibility of the statement is 

related to the person that is listening to the confabulating patient. This means that the 

confabulation will be recognized only if the listener knows the daily life of the confabulator. 

An example of semantically appropriate confabulation is: “Yesterday I went shopping” (Dalla 

Barba, 1993a), whereas “Yesterday I won a running race and I was awarded with a piece of 

meat which was put on my right knee” (Dalla Barba, 1993b) is a typical example of bizarre, 

semantically anomalous and immediately recognizable confabulation.  

Thus, although there is limited consensus on the exact classification of confabulation, most 

authors would agree there are clinical differences between mild and severe forms of 
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confabulation. However, whether these manifestations represent different extremes of a 

common underlying disorder (Dalla Barba, 1993a,b; De Luca & Cicerone, 1991; Kapur & 

Coughlan, 1980), or rather distinct memory deficits (Kopelman, 1987; Burgess & Shallice, 

1996; Johnson et al., 1997; Schnider et al., 1996) is still under discussion. 

 

7.2 Etiologies of confabulation 

To understand the causes of confabulation it is no easy task. The classic authors listed chronic 

alcohol consumptions, syphilis, senile dementia and schizophrenic psychosis as the most 

frequent causes.  

Nowadays the etiologies of confabulation have shifted to new diagnoses as the result of the 

progress of medicine, for example KS can be prevented with thiamine. Despite this, actually 

we don’t know precisely what diseases are able to provoke such phenomenon, because there 

is no study on the incidence of confabulations in a non-selected cohort of brain-damaged 

patients. 

Rupture and treatment of an ACoA aneurysm have the reputation of producing the most 

spectacular, long lasting and sever confabulatory states. Such confabulatory syndromes have 

been described largely (for a review see Gilboa and Moscovitch (2002)). ACoA patients 

suffer from so called “ACoA syndrome” (Alexander & Freedman, 1984; De Luca & 

Diamond, 1995), including personality changes, severe amnesia and confabulation. Other 

causes are traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Berlyne, 1972; Schnider, Von Däniken, & Gutbrod, 

1996a; Shapiro, Alexander, Gardner, & Mercer, 1981), tumors (Ptak et al., 2001) 

(Fotopoulou, Solms, & Turbull, 2004), fronto-temporal dementia (Nedjam, Dalla Barba, & 

Pillon, 2000), Alzheimer’s disease (G. Dalla Barba & Nedjam, 1999; La Corte, Serra, Boissé, 

& Dalla Barba, 2010), herpes simplex encephalitis (Moscovitch & Melo, 1997), rupture of the 

posterior communicating artery (G. Dalla Barba, Boissé, Bartolomeo, & Bachoud-Lévi, 1997; 

Mercer, Wapner, Gardner, & Benson, 1977), hypoxia and cardiopulmonary arrest (G. Dalla 

Barba, Mantovan, Cappelletti, & Denes, 1998) and surely KS (see above) even if it is not so 

frequent as one century ago.  

 

7.3 Anatomy of confabulation 

The evidence that confabulation is most common among patients with KS and ACoA 

syndrome has important implications regarding the brain structures implicated in producing 

the phenomenon.  
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The pathology of KS patients frequently involves the mammillary bodies, the dorsomedial 

and anterior thalamic nuclei as well as structures of the basal forebrain (BFB, which contains 

the nuclei of the septum and the ventral extension of the basal ganglia, the ventral or limbic 

striatum) and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, that constitutes the inferior surface of the frontal 

lobes, containing olfactory and gustatory cortex and connections with limbic structures in its 

posterior part and the cortex adjacent to the hippocampus) (Gilboa & Moscovitch, 2002). 

Isolated lesions of the anterior thalamic nuclei are extremely rare; however, even if its role is 

not completely clarified, we know that this region plays a role on memory (Aggleton & 

Sahgal, 1993). These nuclei project via the cingulated bundle to an area behind the splenium 

of the corpus callosum, termed retrosplenial or granular cortex (Robertson & Kaitz, 1981),  

that is the last relay station before closure of the Papez’s circuit via the entorhinal cortex into 

the hippocampus. One case of damage in this region, showing severe amnesia and a 

confabulatory like behavior presenting mostly intrusions, has been described (Schnider & 

Ptak, 1999). 

Depending on the exact locus of the infarction along the distribution of the cerebral artery, 

patients who survive ACoA aneurysm rupture may exhibit lesions in and around the BFB and 

the OFC, but the precision location is unclear. ACoA patients do not typically show lesions in 

the structures traditionally implicated in amnesia (see paragraph above) and their memory 

impairment is assumed to be caused by the disruption of the cholinergic projections of the 

BFB nuclei (Damasio, Graff-Radford, Eslinger, Damasio, & Kassell, 1985)  

In attempt to elucidate the relation between a neuroanatomical location and confabulation, a 

review involving 79 spontaneous confabulating patients has been proposed by Gilboa and 

Moscovitch (2002). By comparing imaging and post mortem data, they suggested that 

damages of the ventromedial aspects of the frontal lobes are sufficient to produce 

confabulations. Many authors attribute a particular role for the generation of confabulations to 

the frontal lobes, especially the PFC (Burgess & Shallice, 1996; Gilboa, Alain, Stuss, Melo, & 

Moscovitch, 2006; Johnson et al., 1997), invoking defective control processing during the 

recall of information or deficit of the strategic retrieval modality. However the notion is very 

general because frontal lobes constitute a very large area with different sub divisions inside it 

and various connections with other regions of the brain. The most important divisions of this 

area are: the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, BA 9 and 46) which constitutes the 

highest degree of association cortex, which is linked with other association cortices; the 

medial frontal cortex (BA 24 and 32), that contains the anterior part of the cingulate gyrus, an 

area having strong limbic connections; the venromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPC, BA 25, 
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32’, 10’, 14) that includes the posterior medial OFC, the inferior paramedian frontal cortex, 

below the corpus callosum and the BFB.  

 

 

 

Schnider and collaborators (1999) focused their attention on spontaneous confabulators and 

suggested a special lesion in the anterior limbic system (including the medial OFC, the BFB, 

the amygdala and the perirhinal cortex or the medial hipotalamus). According to Schnider 

confabulating amnesics with lesions in this area are not able to suppress irrelevant currently 

memory traces in the ongoing reality emerging in confabulations.  

From a different perspective, that is, by comparing classical amnesic patients, presenting 

lesions in the MTL without confabulation, and confabulating amnesic patients who have at 

least partially preserved hippocampus, Dalla Barba & La Corte (in press) suggest that 

confabulation can be explained by lesions at any point of the pathways running downstream 

or upstream the hippocampus.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Original Brodmann’s areas. 
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7.4 Patients’ cognitive profile  

Confabulating patients often show severe amnesia, such that certain authors for long time 

have considered this aspect a prerequisite to confabulate (Berlyne, 1972; Talland, 1965). 

However, the clinical observation of severe confabulators let to suppose that others cognitive 

deficits should be considered in order to explain confabulation.  

Confabulating patients typically show executive dysfunctions resulting from frontal lobe 

damage leading to disinhibition, perseveration, defective self-monitoring and lack of 

awareness of their disorder (Baddeley & Wilson, 1986; Benson et al., 1996; Luria, 1976; 

Papagno & Baddeley, 1997). This evidence leads some authors (Kopelman, 1987) to relate 

the degree of bizarreness of confabulation and the spontaneity in the production with the 

degree of the executive deficit. This explanation has been challenged by Dalla Barba (1993a) 

describing a patient showing severe confabulation in the absence of any direct evidence of 

frontal lobe pathology, thereby concluding that executive dysfunction is not a necessary 

prerequisite to confabulation (G.  Dalla Barba, Cipolotti, & Denes, 1990; Delbecq-Derouesné, 

Beauvois, & Shallice, 1990) and other components would be involved. This point will be 

discussed in the next paragraph. 

 

7.5 Theoretical explanations  

Many accounts have been proposed to explain confabulations. These theoretical propositions 

can be grouped under five main types that consider different mechanisms: a) compensation or 

gap filling hypothesis b) defective strategic and monitoring processes c) motivational 

hypothesis d) temporal context confusion e) temporal consciousness dysfunction.  

 

7.5.1 Compensation (or gap filling theory) 

This theory has been one of the first propositions to explain the mechanism of confabulation. 

Early investigators thought that confabulating patients tended to add information (even if it 

was incorrect) in order to fill the gap of memory. This tendency was considered strictly 

associated with amnesia, highlighting the memory deficit as a prerequisite for confabulation 

to exist. According to this, confabulators if provoked by questions add incorrect materials to 

spare him from the embarrassment of not being able to remember the information requested 

(Bonhoeffer, 1904; Talland, 1961). Moscovitch (Moscovitch, 1989) argue that this tendency 

can merely represents efforts to support previous or primary confabulations when examiners 

ask for explanations; often these statements are more bizarre than the previous confabulations. 

According to this, compensation does not represent a primary cause for confabulation but 
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rather it could play a role when patients are (made) aware that their responses are implausible 

or inconsistent.  

The first evidence in contrast with the compensation theory is that not all amnesics patients 

confabulate; this means that amnesia is not sufficient to explain confabulation.  

Moreover one important aspect of confabulating patients is unawareness of their memory  

impairment. Further, confabulating patients with damage to the medial regions of the frontal 

lobe often show apathy and indifference about social interactions. Thus, it is unlikely that a 

person presenting these characteristics esteems important to fill his/her memory lapses by 

inventing new information.  

A common method to evaluate the gap filling tendency, is to present patients with “fake” 

questions for the semantic domain (e.g. What did Marilyn Monroe’s father do?) or 

“impossible” questions for the episodic category (e.g. Do you remember what you did on 

March 13 1985?) (G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009). Normally, the expected response in 

normal subjects to these questions is “I don’t Know”. However, this approach has yielded 

mixed results not only among healthy controls, but also in amnesics non confabulating 

patients that can “confabulate” in response to such questions. Other results indicate that some 

confabulators did not show an increased rate of confabulation compared to other amnesics 

(Dalla Barba, 1997), while others tend to confabulate (G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009; G. 

Dalla Barba et al., 1998; Kopelman, Ng, & Van Den Brouke, 1997). The results of Schnider 

and colleagues (1996) well show this variability. One of their confabulating patients produced 

confabulations on eight questions out of 15, whereas two others did not produce any 

confabulations.  

To conclude we can reasonably argue that this proposed mechanism is not able to account 

neither for provoked nor for spontaneous confabulations. 

 

7.5.2 Defective strategic and monitoring processes 

These theories emphasize the role of the frontal cortex as a cognitive and neural structure 

involved in the organization of the memories search and in the evaluation of its results. 

Johnson and collaborators (Johnson, 1991; Johnson et al., 2000) proposed an explanation of 

confabulation based on the “Source monitoring framework”. This model emphasizes the role 

of a set of “source” or “reality monitoring” processes, involved in making attributions about 

the origins of memories, knowledge and beliefs. Source monitoring is defined as the ability to 

attribute a mental representation to its appropriate source (e.g. real past experience, dreams, 
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and imagined situations). Its related dysfunction in memory has been termed by Schacter and 

collaborators “source amnesia” (Schacter et al., 1984).  

Johnson proposed that confabulation is a complex inability to monitor the source of mental 

representations that reach consciousness (e.g. internal mental association versus external 

perception, past versus current representation etc.) proposing some possible causes: 

inadequate future binding at encoding producing memories lacking appropriate cues, 

disrupted reactivation and consolidation processes, faulty access to stored information that 

could potentially be helpful in determining the source of an event, failure of evaluation and a 

deficit of judgment and motivation (Johnson, Foley, Suengas, & Raye, 1988). Johnson 

examined a confabulating patient G.S. and three non confabulating controls matched with him 

for age, education and frontal functioning. They found that G.S. comparable to frontal 

controls underestimated temporal durations and showed poor source monitoring. The patient 

showed also deficits in autobiographical memories recall and more rich reports of imagined 

events in the laboratory (Johnson et al., 1997). After several investigations researchers 

concluded that confabulation actually depends on a constellation of different memory control 

processes as well as on emotional and social factors. From an anatomical point of view there 

is discrepancy between brain regions implicated in source monitoring and those whose 

damage seems crucial for the emergence of confabulation. Johnson’s studies emphasized the 

dorsolateral prefrontal regions as a neural substrate of source monitoring, contrarily many 

studies highlight the VMPFC in particular the OBF to explain confabulation.  

Other authors, always making reference to the crucial role of the frontal lobes in 

confabulation, proposed that the phenomenon is a deficit of retrieval rather than encoding 

(Moscovitch, 1995). However, not all the components of retrieval would be affected in 

confabulation, but rather the strategic rather than the associative ones (Moscovitch & Melo, 

1997). According to this view, two types of memory retrieval exist:  

 

- The “associative” or “cue dependent” retrieval, in which a cue elicits a memory almost 

automatically (e.g. Have you ever been in Mexico?) and which is likely to be 

dependent on the mediotemporal lobes and related structures. It is an automatic 

process, in which a specific or proximal cue interacts with information stored in 

memory.  

- The “strategic” retrieval in which the target memory is not automatically elicited by 

the cue and therefore has to be recovered through a strategic process (e.g. What did 

you do last week-end?). This process works when proximal cues are ineffective and 
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contribute to frame the memory problem and constrain memory search until proximal 

cues. Once a memory is recovered other processes start for: evaluating and verifying 

the accuracy of the recovered memory and its pertinence with the goals of the memory 

task (monitoring) and later placing the recovered memory in the proper temporal-

spatial context in relation to other events.  

 

Strategic retrieval processes are thought to be mediated by the prefrontal cortex that acts as a 

“working with memory” structure which operates during memory retrieval. According to 

Moscovitch and Melo (1997), confabulation occurs due to deficit in strategic retrieval. 

In order to investigate whether patients would confabulate more about episodic than semantic 

memory and related strategic retrieval processes, Moscovitch and Melo used both the 

classical and a new semantic version of the Crivitz’s cue-word test (Crovitz & Schiffman, 

1974) to which participants are presented with poorly specified cue words (e.g. “happy” or 

“queen”) and required to produce personal or semantic memories related to the cues. They 

found that confabulating patients conversely from non confabulating patients produced fewer 

memories overall, suggesting poor memory search but at the same time they were sensitive to 

the prompt (to solicit search and retrieval) confirming a defective strategic search. Moreover, 

prompting increased both veridical and false memories in confabulators (whereas in amnesics 

non confabulating patients only true memories increased), suggesting that confabulators have 

also difficulties in post retrieval monitoring processes. Based on their results Moscovitch and 

Melo (1997) argued that multiple deficits are necessary for confabulation to occur, such as 

faulty output from the associative/cue dependent retrieval system, impaired strategic search 

processes and defective monitoring. Moreover they attempted to specify the neuroanatomical 

substrates of the strategic processes implicated in memory retrieval suggesting as candidates 

the right mid-dorsal lateral PFC and the ventrolateral PFC. The major objection to this theory 

is based on the evidence that confabulating patients have been described with preserved 

executive functions, as assessed by a variety of tasks sensitive to frontal lesions (Dalla Barba, 

1993a; Nedjam et al., 2000).  

 

7.5.3 Temporal context confusion 

Schnider and collaborators focused their attention on the evidence that very often 

confabulators misplaced memories in time and/or in context (Schnider et al., 1996a). They 

demonstrate that spontaneous confabulators with OFC and BFB lesions show increased 

confusion of memory traces in comparison with amnesic non confabulating patients (Schnider 
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& Ptak, 1999) of other etiologies. They devised a very simple and intuitive task (see Schnider 

and Ptak, 1999 for a description of the task) showing elegant results. It consists of a 

continuous recognition paradigm of two different runs separated to each other by one hour. 

Some of the targets in the first run appeared as distractors in the second run. Results in the 

first run show that confabulating amnesics are similar to non confabulating amnesics in the 

ability to store new information. However the difference between the two groups emerged in  

the second run: confabulators tended to detect items that belonged to the first run as items 

belonging to the second run. Schnider and collaborators argued that confabulators are not able 

to suppress previously activated but currently (in the ongoing reality) irrelevant memory 

traces. Schnider termed this deficit “Temporal context confusion”.  

In a PET study they also showed that normal subjects deactivate currently irrelevant memory 

traces before the conscious stages of learning and recognition (Schnider, Valenza, Morand, & 

Michel, 2002). This special activity is accomplished by the posterior medial OFC in healthy 

adults (Schnider, Treyer, & Buck, 2000). Thus the deactivation of currently irrelevant 

memories is a pre-conscious mechanism intervening before the content of a memory is 

consciously recognized and consolidated (Treyer, Buck, & Schnider, 2003). 

Evidences of behavioral and imaging studies let Schnider and his group to suppose that 

temporal context confusion arises from lesions in anterior limbic structures, such as posterior 

OFC, BFB, amygdala, perirhinal cortex and medial hipotalamus.  

This theory, despite his appealing aspects, can be criticized for several reasons: first it seems 

reductive to explain all kinds of confabulations varying in content and severity by using an 

experimental task. It would be appropriate to combine clinical observation to experimental 

results. Moreover this task is not able to explain confabulations in the future dimension, that 

is when patients are asked to plan something in their personal future as well as in the 

impersonal semantic ones.  

 

7.5.4 Temporal consciousness dysfunction  

Dalla Barba and co-workers (G. Dalla Barba, 2002; G. Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010; G. Dalla 

Barba, Cappelletti, Signorini, & Denes, 1997; G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009) described 

confabulation as attributable to a dysfunction in TC. According to the Memory, consciousness 

and temporality theory (MCTT) (Dalla Barba, 2002), two different modes of consciousness 

exist, namely knowing consciousness (KC) and temporal consciousness which represent two 

different ways to address the remembered related material. KC addresses undetermined 

categorical entities (e.g. objects that belong to semantic memory), whereas TC addresses 
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“determined and specific entities” (e.g. personal episodes, objects that belong to episodic 

memory). KC differs from TC not only for the way to look at objects reality, but also for the 

fact that KC is a-temporal rather TC “transcends the mere presence of the object in order to 

set it in time” (Dalla Barba, 2002). In other words TC ascribes information to particular 

moments in time.  

With relation to this model, confabulation is considered not as a pure memory disorder, but  

rather a pathological condition that involves the individual’s temporality, or in our 

terminology TC (see paragraphs above for a full description of this term), that is, being 

conscious of one’s own past, present and future (G Dalla Barba, 2000; G. Dalla Barba, 2001, 

2002; G. Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010; G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009). In fact a dysfunction 

of TC produce, above all confabulations in the personal temporality (for past, present and 

future personal situations) of different intensities.  

According to this model (Figure 1.5) (Dalla Barba, 2002), in confabulating patients TC is still 

there, their mental time travel ability is preserved (Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997), as in 

normal subjects, but in confabulators there is a dysfunction, such that TC is not interacting 

with less stable modifications of the brain. These patients can remember their past, they are 

present to the actual situation and they can project themselves into a personal future; however 

in doing this they make errors emerging in confabulations. The most frequent result is that 

personal habits and routines are considered in a personal temporal framework. On the other 

hand in amnesic patients TC is completely loss, such as they are lost in a permanent present.  

 

 

Figure 1.5  According to the Memory, Consciousness and 
Temporality Theory (Dalla Barba, 2002), model of the 
temporal consciousness dysfunction. NS = nervous 
system; X, Y, Z = patterns of modification of the NS, from 
less stable (X), to more stable (Z); TC = temporal 
consciousness; KC = knowing consciousness. 
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Several neuropsychological single cases (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a; La Corte, George, Pradat-

Diehl, & Dalla Barba, 2011) and group studies (La Corte et al., 2010) support the idea behind 

this model, that is a loss of TC in amnesics non confabulating patients and a dysfunction of 

TC in confabulators. Moreover, several examples demonstrate that firstly confabulation 

affects TC rather than KC respecting the semantic coherence and the hierarchic cognitive 

organization of memory. For example the patient M.B. confabulated when asked questions 

regarding personal episodes (e.g. “What did you have for dinner yesterday?) but not in 

relation to general semantics (e.g. who is Marilyn Monroe?). More recently Dalla Barba and 

collaborators (De Anna et al., 2008) investigated memory retrieval in normal controls and AD 

patients by presenting them well known tales (e.g. Little Red riding hood), new tales and 

modified well known tales (e.g. Little Red’s grandmother is not eaten by the wolf). They 

found that AD patients manly confabulated when attempting to retrieve the modified well-

known tales. Confabulations were made by fragments of the original version of the tales. The 

authors concluded that the result of such intrusion is an interference of the over-learned 

information, during episodic recall.  

 

8. The future of memory: episodic future thinking 

The first formulation of episodic future thinking (EFT) has been conceptualized by Atance 

and O’Neill (Atance & O'Neill, 2001).They introduced this concept, built on the construct of 

EM, arguing that it is a projection of the self into the future to pre-experience an event. A long 

standing debate in the literature concerns whether this ability should be considered separately 

from or in conjunction with memory. Since past is fact and future is probable, common sense 

might suggest that different cognitive mechanisms underlie recollection of past events and 

construction of future ones. However, various lines of evidence suggest that episodic memory 

and prospection of personal future events share cognitive correlates. From a psychological 

point of view the ability to envision personal specific events requires, self projection, retrieval 

of semantic information, multimodal details and narrative structure as for the retrieval of 

personal past episodes. Several studies showed common aspects between the two abilities. 

The temporal distribution of the past events that people recall, follows the same power 

function as the temporal distribution of anticipated future events (Spreng & Levine, 2006). 

The capacity to answer simple questions about yesterday’s events and the capacity to say 

what might happen tomorrow emerge around age four in children (Grant & Suddendorf, 
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2010). Moreover neuropsychological studies show that depressed patients who have trouble 

retrieving specific memories from their past, also have trouble imagining specific future 

episodes (Williams et al., 1996). In the same line, evidences of amnesic patients having 

problems in imagining their personal future was reported by Tulving (1985) and later by Dalla 

Barba (1997). After these preliminary behavioural evidences a lot of studies focused their 

attention on this argument, not only to disentangle the cognitive relationship between EM and 

EFT but also to identify the underlying neural correlates. We will discuss this point in the 

next paragraph. 

 

8.1 Common neural network underlying episodic memory and episodic future thinking 

The activation of particular brain areas has been showed to considerably overlap in backward 

and forward mental time travel (Okuda et al., 2003) measured brain activity with Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET) in healthy participants thinking and orally reporting past 

experiences and future prospects in a naturalistic setting. Future and past thoughts share a 

common cerebral network which encompasses the superior frontal, medial temporal and 

medial occipito-parietal areas. Their findings also showed that specific areas in the frontal 

pole, including Brodmann Area (BA) 10, and the medial temporal lobes were more activated 

during future thinking task. In 2007 several articles combined functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) to behavioral methods to examine the relationship between memory and 

EFT. In these studies (Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007; Szpunar, Watson, & McDermott, 

2007) it was found comparable levels of activity during, both EM and EFT in regions 

including medial temporal and frontal lobes, posterior cingulate and restrosplenial cortex and 

lateral parietal and temporal areas. These studies suggest a common core network referred to 

as the “Default network” that underlies both remembering and imagining. In the same line, an 

investigation of amnesic patients with hippocampal damage revealed that these patients were 

impaired in imagining fictitious complex scenes (Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, & Maguire, 

2007). These data let to suppose that there is a relation between remembering, simulating the 

future and imagining fictitious complex scenes. 

However, the distinction between “past events” and “future events” in most of these studies is 

confounded with “remembering” and “imagining” terms respectively. The first must refer to 

the past, while the second can refer to something that could or not happen (fictitious). Another 

important factor is the event relevance that it can be personal, including a factor of self 

projection or impersonal. In other words it is important with careful experimental designs to 

consider all the factors involved.  
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Although EM and EFT are known to share a set of brain regions, the involvement of the 

hippocampus in these processes is less clear. It has been demonstrated that the role of the 

hippocampus is modulated by a range of phenomenal qualities during the imagination of both 

past and future events (Addis, Moscovitch, Crawley, & McAndrews, 2004). In another study 

(Weiler, Suchan, & Daum, 2010) it has been examined the occurrence probability of an 

episode (while effects of temporal distance, amount of details and emotionality were 

controlled), which varies for future but not past events. For example, based on knowledge 

about the world, current life circumstances and past experience, we are for instance able to 

say that buying a small house in the next few years is a more likely event than acquiring a  

luxurious castle on an island. The researchers found an activation of right anterior 

hippocampus that increased with decreasing occurrence probability, concluding that it could 

reflect higher processing demands during binding of more disparate details for unlikely events 

as compared to more probable ones. However, as we mentioned above, another important 

factor that may modulate the activation of the hippocampus is the relevance of the considered 

event that it could be personal (increasing the hippocampus activity) or impersonal.  

 

9. Aim of the thesis  

The main aim of the present work is to investigate the cognitive mechanisms and the neural 

correlates of temporal consciousness (TC) and confabulation.  

Temporal Consciousness is an organized form of consciousness that permits to become aware 

of something as part of a personal past, present and future (Dalla Barba, 2002). This modality 

of consciousness allows personal episodic recollection but also supports orientation in the 

ongoing reality and the formulation of personal future goals.  

The concept of TC was developed on the basis of neuropsychological evidences of amnesic 

confabulating and non confabulating patients. Usually, amnesic non confabulating patients 

report deficits in recalling and foreseeing personal episodes. Conversely, amnesic 

confabulating patients present a peculiar memory disorder: they are able to recall personal 

past events and to foresee future ones, but in doing this they make errors. They can misplace 

real events in different temporal-spatial context or invent inaccurate stories by collecting 

mistaken elements of real memories. In other words, amnesic non confabulating patients seem 

to have completely lost their TC whereas amnesic confabulating patients show dysfunction of 

this type of consciousness. In order to achieve the main aim of this work we use three 

neuropsychological syndromes as models of study: 
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1) The classical amnesic syndrome 

2) The frontal amnesic syndrome  

3) Alzheimer’s disease  

 

The models we have listed represent different degrees of functioning of TC and correspond to 

different neuroanatomical lesions. Usually we observe lesions of the medial temporal lobe 

bilaterally in amnesic syndrome and Alzheimer’s disease, and frontal lobes damage in frontal 

amnesic syndrome.  

 

Recently, different neuroscientists have started to focus their attention on concepts and sub-

processes related to TC (e.g. autonoetic consciousness, self projection, episodic future 

thinking, etc.) by combining classical neuropsychological methods to neuroimaging 

techniques. Different progress on this topic have been made, however many questions are still 

open.  

Despite deficits of EM and EFT have been shown in Alzheimer’s disease (Addis, Sacchetti, 

Ally, Budson, & Schacter, 2009) and amnesic patients (Szpunar et al., 2007), the cognitive 

mechanisms underlying the association between the two systems is not clear.  

 

In Chapter 1 of the second part of this work (Experimental studies) we investigate 

experimentally the above mentioned association in a group of mild Alzheimer’s disease 

patients compared to a group of normal controls. In this experiment conditions that investigate 

components of the TC (episodic memory vs. episodic future thinking) are isolated from 

conditions that analyze components of semantic memory and complex scenes imagery. 

Alzheimer’s disease patients report deficit of EM, characterized by initial atrophy of the MTL 

structures and relative spared SM. Several studies support the hypothesis that EFT relates to 

complex imagery capacities and it is based on reconstructive processes of EM elements 

(Addis, Pan, Vu, Laiser, & Schacter, 2009) . Conversely we hypothesize that the relation 

between episodic memory and episodic future thinking relate to self-projection abilities. This 

ability is considered crucial when we conceive another individual’s viewpoints (Theory of 

mind) and imagine ourselves in episodes before they occur. 

 

In Chapter 2 we investigate TC in confabulating amnesic patients. 

As stated above, these patients make errors when recalling and foreseeing personal events. 

Confabulating amnesics represent a good model to investigate dysfunction of TC and its 
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relation with other memory systems. Clinical observation shows that patients who confabulate 

retrieve personal habits, repeated events or over-learned information and mistake them for 

actually experienced, specific, unique events. Accordingly, the aim of this study is to 

characterize and quantify the relative contribution of this type of confabulation, which we 

refer to as Habits Confabulation (HC), to confabulations produced by 10 mild AD patients 

and 8 confabulating amnesics of various etiologies. Hypotheses for the underlying mechanism 

of HC are also presented.  

 

 

In Chapter 3 we explore experimentally as suggested by clinical observation, that 

confabulators produce high percentages of HC as compared to other types of confabulations. 

The goal is to verify the cognitive mechanism underlying HC. We suppose that confabulators 

mistaken repeated or over-learned events for unique events. We also aim at seeing whether 

the experimental task that we propose discriminates confabulating amnesics from non 

confabulating amnesics. 

 

In Chapter 4 we report a single follow-up study of IG’s confabulatory behavior, a 61-year-old 

woman, who developed a striking and chronic confabulatory syndrome following the rupture 

of a right internal carotid siphon aneurysm. IG’s confabulations and neuropsychological 

assessment have been managed during a period of one year. Results will be discussed in the 

light of the actual cognitive theories on confabulation.  

 

Finally in Chapter 5 we investigate the neural correlates of confabulation. We used a modified 

version of the confabulation battery (Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009) to quantify confabulations 

in seven confabulating amnesics (CA) compared to six non confabulating amnesics (NCA) 

and matched healthy controls. For each patient a CT scan or a MRI was obtained in order to 

describe the brain lesion and to identify a common anatomical region underlying the cognitive 

profile (CA vs. NCA).  

 

Further results (supplementary materials) on the neural correlates of confabulation have been 

collected in a group of 20 AD patients and matched normal controls by using diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI) technique. These results support findings presented in chapter 5. 
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II EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
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There are more things in heaven and heart, Horatio, 

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy. 

 

William Shakespeare 

(Hamlet Act 1, scene 5) 
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1. Investigating memory and future thinking in mild Alzheimer’s disease: the role of the 
self 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Recent studies suggest that remembering past experiences and imagining future scenarios 

cause the activation of common cognitive and neural networks, including the hippocampus 

(Addis, Wong & Schacter, 2007; Szpunar, Watson & McDermott, 2007; Okuda et al., 2003). 

This evidence is also supported by investigations of patients suffering from brain lesions 

showing common impairments of both cognitive processes (G. Dalla Barba, 1993b; Klein, 

Loftus, & Kihlstrom, 2002; Tulving, 1985b). Some authors suggested that future thinking is 

based on memory and requires constructive processes of previous encoded elements (Schacter 

& Addis, 2007). Other investigators proposed that the key function of memory is to provide a 

basis for predicting the future via imagined scenarios and therefore it is an adaptive process 

(Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997). It has also been suggested that future thinking because of 

complex mechanisms in recombining stored memories, leads to stronger hippocampal 

involvement (Addis & Schacter, 2008). In the same line, investigations of amnesic patients 

with hippocampal damage, revealed that these patients were impaired in imagining fictitious 

complex scenes (Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, et al., 2007). All of these studies supported the 

idea that episodic memory is crucial for envisioning future personal episodes, by neglecting 

the role of semantic memory. We suppose that episodic memory is important to foresee future 

events but not indispensable because other high cognitive factors determine the association 

between the two capacities.   

We can suppose that also semantic memory plays an important role in future oriented tasks. A 

recent study (Irish, Addis, Hodges, & Piguet, 2012) demonstrates that patients with semantic 

dementia show impairments in episodic future thinking; they concluded that semantic 

knowledge is critical for the construction of novel future events. Others researchers 

demonstrate that patients with semantic memory impairment can still resolve future oriented 

tasks (Manning, Denkova, & Unterberger, 2012). 

An important problem when investigating memory and future is the distinction between “past 

events” and “future events” because very often these components are confounded with the 

terminology of “remembering” and “imagining” respectively. The first must refer to the past, 

while the second can refer to something that could or not happen or even something unlikely. 

Moreover, another critical factor when investigating temporality is to distinguish personal 

temporality (episodic memory and episodic future thinking) from knowledge of impersonal, 
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past and future events. In other words, in most of these studies the self projection variable is 

not considered in order that the contribution of episodic and semantic memory in episodic 

future thinking is not clear (Klein, 2012).  

In this study we aim to investigate the relation between memory and future thinking by 

considering these different levels of the problem, in particular by isolating the self projection 

variable. In particular we aim to elucidate all the factors involved in personal temporality for 

the past as well for the future by answering the following questions: Does semantic memory 

play a role in episodic future thinking? What is the relation between episodic future thinking 

and capacities of mental scenes imagery? Is future thinking based on recombination processes 

of stored elements?  

To investigate these points we designed an experimental task wherein “personal temporality” 

has been isolated from “impersonal temporality” and imagination of unlikely personal and 

impersonal events. This devised experimental conditions that keep separate episodic memory 

from retrieving of public past events, episodic future thinking from description of public 

likely future events and imagination of unlikely (fantastic) personal events from imagination 

of unlikely (fantastic) impersonal events (events happening to another, non familiar person).  

Imagination of unlikely (fantastic) personal events does not involve factor related to time 

experience and elements of episodic memory are not required. In order to isolate factors 

involving time experience and self projection we add imagination of unlikely (fantastic) 

impersonal events happening to a non familiar person. In particular, these two conditions may 

help to disentangle if the deficit of episodic future thinking observed in Alzheimer’s patients 

is related to memory in general and to mental imagery abilities or rather to other cognitive 

factors, such as self projection, requiring processes related to “autonoetic consciousness” or 

according to Dalla Barba (2002), elements of Temporal Consciousness. Moreover, if 

recombination of previous stored memories is at the origins of episodic future thinking we are 

expected to find a similar deficit for conditions that involve imagination of fictitious events 

because it should rely on recombination of consolidated memories. 

 

1.2 Methods 

1.2.1 Participants 

Eleven patients with probable mild Alzheimer’s disease (mild AD) (six female) and 13 

normal controls (NC) (nine female) matched to the patients group for age and education 

entered in the study. All participants gave informed written consent prior to the 

commencement of the study. The study procedure was approved by the local ethical 
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committee of the centres involved and was performed in accordance with the Declaration of 

Helsinki. 

Mild AD patients were diagnosed according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (McKhannn et al., 

1984). Individuals assuming psychoactive pharmacological treatment with a history of 

neurological and psychiatric disorders were excluded from the study. 

There were no significant differences (all p > 0.05) between mild AD and NC on 

demographic variables related to age and education. We found a significant difference 

between groups on the Mini Mental State Examination scores (Table 1.1).  

 

 AD NC 

Age 73 (5.7) 72.6 (7.90) 

Education 11.63 (5.02) 13.30 (3.75) 

MMSE 23.55 (1.91) 28.38 (1.66) 

                                

 

1.2.2 Materials and procedure 

The experiment was conducted in one single session. 

Patients re-experienced and pre-experienced personal episodes (personal temporality 

dimension), recalled and foresighted public events (impersonal temporality dimension), 

imagined personal and impersonal complex event imagery (a-temporal dimension/imagery) in 

response to cue words. More precisely, 3 sets of six words, matched for familiarity, 

frequency, and concreteness, were selected from French norms and assigned to the three 

different dimensions. Within each set, the words were randomly cycled through participants. 

Each participant performed two words for each condition and the same words were repeated 

for the opposite condition of the same dimension (Table 1.2). Conditions were 

counterbalanced.  

Cue words Conditions Dimensions 

2 words Episodic memory Episodic future thinking Personal 
temporality 

2 words Public past event Public future event Impersonal 
temporality 

2 words Personal complex event 
imagery 

Impersonal complex event 
imagery 

Imagery a-
temporal 

dimension 
 
 

Table 1.1 Demographic variables of the groups. Values are Means (SD) 

 

Table 1.2  Representation of conditions and referential dimensions of the experimental 
task. 
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Participants were presented with the cue word and a maximum of 2 minutes was allotted for 

the verbal description of the event for each condition. Responses were recorded using a digital 

audio recorder for later transcription. 

 

Episodic memory condition: In this case participants were required to report a true personal 

memory of a specific event that is an event that only took place once. Participants were asked 

to specify the time, the place, if other people were present, sensorial and emotional details of 

the event recalled.  

Episodic future thinking condition: In this case participants were instructed to foresee a 

personal potential future event, plausible with respect to the participant’s current life 

circumstances. Participants were asked to specify the time, the place, if other people are 

present, sensorial and emotional details of the imagined event.  

Public past event condition: In this case participants had to retrieve facts of an event that truly 

happened and that could know from people in general. The event could be known from the 

news or general knowledge at school. Participants were requested to retrieve all the important 

details such as the date, the location and the circumstances of the selected event. Description 

of personal experiences was not allowed.  

Public future event condition: In this case participants had to predict future situations 

important for the public society on the basis of what they know about the world now. 

Participants were requested to imagine all the important details such as a possible date, a 

possible location and the circumstances of the selected event. Description of personal 

experiences was not allowed. 

Personal complex event imagery: In this case participants were requested to freely imagine 

fictitious events wherein they act in the scenario without thinking to something that happened 

to them in the past or could happen in the future. In order to solicit participants to rely in their 

imagery capacity alone they were requested to think something unlikely.  

Impersonal complex event imagery: In this case participants were requested to freely imagine 

fictitious events wherein the French Republic President acts in the scenario without thinking 

to something that happened to the president in the past or could happen in the future. In order 

to solicit participants to rely in their imagery capacity alone they were requested to think 

something unlikely. The qualities of the recalled and simulated event of each condition were 

estimated using a modified version of the standardized scoring procedure developed by 
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(Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Winocur, & Moscovitch, 2002). More precisely, in the Levine’s 

version of the task for each past and future event produced by participants, the central event  

(the event discussed in most detail that occurred over a brief timeframe) was first identified. 

However, we ascertained that participants (especially patients) were not always able to report 

an event. When the central event was not identified the rater proceeded with the details 

segmentation. Details consisted of observations, or thoughts (that typically occur as statement 

of organized grammatical particles e.g. “Yesterday I met Linda on the bus”) classified as 

internal (episodic) or external (semantic). Internal details being those that were specific to 

time and place, and considered to reflect episodic re-or pre-experiencing, and external details 

being those that pertained to extraneous information that was not uniquely specific to the 

main event being described and not anchored to the time and place. Internal details were 

divided into further subcategories: (a) presence of the event (happenings and actions), (b) 

place (information about where the event occurred), (c) time (date, season, or time of day), (d) 

perceptual (sensory information) (e) emotion/thought relating to the event and (f) entities 

(people involved and listing of other entities). External details were also subcategorized: (a) 

semantic (general knowledge or facts external to the main event recalled or imagined, 

ongoing events, extended states of being), (b) repetition (unsolicited repetition of details), and 

(c) other (meta-cognitive statements, editorializing). The transcriptions were segmented into 

internal and external details by two trained raters, who were blind to the hypotheses of the 

study. Details, both internal and external were then collected.  

 

1.3 Results 

1.3.1 Number of internal and external details 

The number of internal details was entered in a 2 × 3 × 2 repeated measure ANOVA with 

Group (mild AD vs. NC) as between-subjects factor and Temporal direction (past vs. future 

vs. a-temporal) and Relevance (personal vs. impersonal) as within subjects factors (Figure 

1.1). 

The main effect of Temporal direction was significant (F = 13.36, p ˂ .01) indicating that, 

overall participants produced more internal details for past (mean = 11.03, SD = 3.06) and a-

temporal conditions (mean = 10.95, SD = 0.12) than for future conditions (mean = 5.99, SD = 

0.23). The interactions between Group × Relevance (F = 5.33, p ˂  .05) and Temporal 

direction × Relevance (F = 8.78 p ˂ .01) and Temporal direction × Relevance × Group (F = 

5.57, p ˂  .05) were also significant.  
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These interactions showed that NC produced more internal details than mild AD for episodic 

memory (t = -3.82, p = 0.001) and public past event (t = -2.54, p = 0.01) conditions, episodic 

future thinking (t = -2.73, p = 0.01) and public future event (t = -3.75, p = 0.001) conditions 

and personal complex event imagery (t = -4.45, p = 0.000) but not for impersonal complex 

event imagery (t = -1.85, p = 0.07) conditions. 

 

 

We also entered the number of external details in a 2 × 3 × 2 repeated measure ANOVA with 

Group (mild AD vs. NC) as between-subjects factor and Temporal direction (past vs. future 

vs. a-temporal) and Relevance (personal vs. impersonal) as within subjects factors, but we did 

not find any effect nor interaction in relation to this variable.  

 

1.4 Discussion  

The present study aimed to characterize the nature and the sub-processes of the cognitive 

deficit in mild AD during recalling of past as well as foreseeing of future events.  In particular 

we aimed to elucidate the involvement of semantic memory and self projection during these 

tasks.  

The first finding of this study is that mild AD, with episodic memory impairment and very 

initial deterioration of semantic memory, performed equally to normal controls during 

imagination of unlikely impersonal scenes, while they were not able to foresee personal future  

events as well as public future events. This result let us to suppose that episodic and semantic 

memory, are necessary cognitive systems to foresee future events. However we also found 

 
 

Figure 1.1  Mean number of internal details in mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Normal 
Controls (NC). 
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that mild AD presented impairment during imagination of unlikely personal scenes. This 

evidence suggests that when experiencing of time and self projection are perfectly isolated, 

mild Alzheimer’s disease patients perform similar to normal controls.  

According to previous results (D. R. Addis et al., 2009), mild AD produced fewer episodic 

(internal), event-specific details during episodic memory and episodic future thinking as 

compared to NC. Furthermore we found that both groups produced more internal details for 

past rather than for future conditions and a tendency in mild AD to produce more external 

(semantic) details than NC, especially for future conditions (Gamboz, Brandimonte, & De 

Vito, 2010). This compensation is congruent with evidences that planning of future is always 

probable, while past is a fact. We can also speculate that healthy aged adults compared to 

healthy adults tend to reduce the amplitude of specific details for future events because their 

age. However previous results (Okuda, 2003) demonstrate that even healthy subjects when 

thinking about future events produce more intentions and conjectures rather than episodes as 

compared to past tasks.  

As far as concern impersonal temporality dimension, that is retrieving and simulation of 

public past and future episodes, we found a deficit for both conditions in mild AD as 

compared to NC. This is congruent with evidences showing that patients with Alzheimer’s 

disease typically display prominent impairment in episodic memory and initial deterioration 

of semantic memory. This result is congruent with previous studies showing similar 

impairment (Leyhe, Muller, Milian, Eschweiler, & Saur, 2009). However we can also assume 

that impairment or preservation of semantic memory in Alzheimer’s patients can be related to 

differences in experimental tasks and for this reason it could vary in the level of the 

impairment. Future studies should be test this hypothesis.   

Does semantic memory play a role in episodic future thinking? Based only on these data we 

cannot argue that a strong relation between these conditions exists. However a recent study 

(Irish et al., 2012) demonstrates that patients with semantic dementia show impairments in 

episodic future thinking; they concluded that semantic knowledge is critical for the 

construction of novel future events. As far as concerns the relation between episodic future 

thinking and general capacities of mental scenes imagery, the two conditions of personal and 

impersonal imagery respectively helped us to disentangle this point. In this task mild AD 

presented impairment during imagination of unlikely personal scenarios, although they 

performed as NC during imagination of unlikely impersonal scenarios. This evidence suggests  
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that when experiencing of time and self projection are perfectly isolated, mild Alzheimer’s 

disease perform similar to normal controls. Consequently we can suppose that episodic future 

thinking is not related to mental imagery capabilities.  

Does future thinking based on recombination processes of stored elements? If it would be the 

case we were expected to find a general decline also during imagination of impersonal 

unlikely scenarios. 

We suggest that future researches on the relation between episodic memory and episodic 

future thinking should focus their attention on the role plays by the “personal dimension” 

characterized by self projection and the feeling of remembering personal events. As we and 

others (Klein, 2002) demonstrate these are sub systems that play a crucial role in amnesia and 

Alzheimer’s disease patients.  
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2. Confabulation in Alzheimer’s disease and amnesia: a qualitative account and a new 
taxonomy 

La Corte, V., Serra, M., Boissé, M. F., & Dalla Barba, G. (2010). Journal of the International 
Neuropsychological Society, 16, 967-974.  
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Confabulation, the production of statements or actions that are unintentionally incongruous to 

the subject’s history, background, present and future situation (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a), is 

observed in several conditions affecting the nervous systems and can follow lesions located in 

a number of brain areas (see(Schnider, 2008) for a review).Since the early description of this 

phenomenon, clinicians and scientists have distinguished between two forms of 

confabulation. Bonhöffer (1904) distinguished between momentary confabulations and 

fantastic confabulations. Momentary confabulations are typically produced in response to 

questions, are always plausible and have been considered to reflect a more or less intentional 

strategy to fill a gap in memory and to overcome embarrassment. Momentary confabulations 

have also been called 'out of embarrassment' confabulations [Verlegenheit Konfabulationen, 

(Bleuler, 1949)], classic compensatory confabulations (Flament, 1957) or simply 

'confabulations' (Talland, 1961). By contrast, fantastic confabulations are much more context-

free, unprovoked, implausible statements relating to unreal events and often favored by an 

euphoric mood.  

More recently, Kopelman (Kopelman, 1987), following Berlyne (Berlyne, 1972) 

distinguished between provoked and spontaneous confabulations. According to Kopelman, 

provoked confabulation reflects a normal, plausible response to a faulty memory, whereas 

spontaneous confabulation reflects the production of incoherent memories and associations, 

resulting from the superimposition of frontal dysfunction on an organic amnesia. For 

example, patients with spontaneous confabulation may report as personal memories 

incoherent and implausible events such as having been visiting their parents or grandparents 

who had been dead for years. Kopelman's conceptual distinction between these two types of 

confabulation is certainly valuable because it underlines the qualitative difference between 

two extreme forms of confabulation, which may have different underlying mechanisms. In 

addition, in focusing on the modality of appearance, spontaneous vs provoked, it provided a 

clearly defined method for testing provoked confabulation. However, the line drawn between 

spontaneous and provoked confabulation often results in a quite difficult decision, since in 
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some cases spontaneous confabulations are plausible (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a) and provoked 

confabulation may be bizarre and implausible (G. Dalla Barba, 1993b). 

Schnider (Schnider, 2008) extended Kopelman's classification and proposed to distinguish 

between four forms of confabulation: 1. Intrusions in memory tests, or alternatively, provoked 

confabulation; 2. Momentary confabulations, which describe false verbal statements in a 

discussion or other situation inciting a patient to make comments; 3. Fantastic confabulation, 

which have no basis in reality, are nonsensical and logically inconceivable; 4. Behaviourally 

spontaneous confabulations occurring in the context of severe amnesia and disorientation. 

With this term, Schnider indicates patients who not only produce verbal confabulations, but 

who also behave and act on their confabulations. 

Following a different perspective, Dalla Barba (G. Dalla Barba, 1993b) proposed that, 

regardless their modality of appearance (spontaneous vs provoked), confabulations can be 

distinguished according to the semantic quality of their content. Confabulation may be 

semantically appropriate, when, because of their internal semantic coherence, they are 

indistinguishable from true memories, unless one has access to personal information 

concerning the individual who confabulates. Or, they can be semantically anomalous, when, 

because of their internal semantic incoherence, they are recognizable as confabulations, 

although one doesn't know anything about the individual who confabulates. An example of 

semantically appropriate confabulation is: "Yesterday I went shopping" (G. Dalla Barba, 

1993a). An example of semantically anomalous confabulation is: "Yesterday I won a running 

race and I was awarded with a piece of meat which was put on my right knee" (G. Dalla 

Barba, 1993b). They are both confabulations, but in order to recognize them as such, in the 

first case one needs to know that the day before the patient couldn’t go shopping because he 

was hospitalized, whereas in the second case one doesn’t need any external additional 

information. In fact, in this case, confabulation describes an event that not only the patient is 

unlikely to have experienced at that particular time, but which is unlikely that anybody would 

have or will ever experience. 

Like many distinctions, those proposed for confabulation show advantages and limits. The 

advantage is that they provide a separation between phenomena that may reflect differing 

underlying cognitive and neural mechanisms. The limit is that they fail to classify a number of 

confabulations that are not appropriately captured by either of the distinctions’ terms.  

Clinical and experimental observation shows that confabulation often consists  

of personal habits which are considered by the patient as specific personal episodes. When 

asked what they did today or what they will be doing tomorrow, confabulating patients may 
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reply with well-established memories from the past, however irrelevant these memories may 

be to their present situation. This type of confabulation can be either provoked by specific  

questions or produced spontaneously (e.g. Dalla Barba, 1993a, Dalla Barba, et al., 1997; (G. 

Dalla Barba, Boissé, et al., 1997). These observations have been formalized in theoretical 

terms and experimentally supported by some authors. From a theoretical point of view, 

confabulation consisting of what we will refer to as Habits Confabulation (HC) seems to be 

compatible with accounts proposed, for example by Burgess and Shallice (Burgess & 

Shallice, 1996) and Moscovitch and coworkers (Gilboa et al., 2006; Moscovitch & Melo, 

1997). However, we have analyzed in detail elsewhere these accounts (G. Dalla Barba, 2000, 

2001, 2002) showing that they contain theoretically unsolved problems, namely in attributing 

intentionality to unconscious processes. From the clinical and experimental domain, it is 

evident that confabulating patients rely on their habits in order to consciously remember their 

past and project their future.  This has been well documented by a number of papers (G. Dalla 

Barba, Cappelletti, et al., 1997); (Attali, De Anna, Dubois, & Dalla Barba, 2009; Burgess & 

McNeil, 1999; G. Dalla Barba, 1993a, 1993b; Metcalf, Langdon, & Coltheart, 2007). 

However, the quantitative contribution of the retrieval of HC in confabulators has never been 

directly studied.  

Based on our previous theoretical and experimental work, our hypothesis predicts that this 

type of confabulation, HC, contributes more to confabulations than other types of 

confabulatory responses. Accordingly, the aim of this study is to characterize and quantify the 

relative contribution of HC to confabulations produced by confabulating amnesics of various 

etiologies and patients with mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The rationale for comparing AD 

patients and confabulating amnesics (CA) was to test the prediction that even very different 

pathologies tend to produce the same patterns of confabulations. In other words, we expect 

that mild AD patients, who are known to be mild confabulators, produce less confabulations 

than CA patients, but, like CA patients, more confabulations of the HC type than other types 

of confabulation.  

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Participants 

A total of 28 participants entered the study. Ten patients with a clinical diagnosis of probable 

AD according to the criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1994) and the criteria of the National Institute of 

Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke-Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 
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Disorders Association (McKhann et al., 1984b) (6 female, mean age: 80.2 years, years of 

education: 10.4, all right-handed, mean MMSE score: 22.5), 8 confabulating amnesic (CA)  

patients of various etiologies (see Table 2.1 for CA patients characteristics) and 10 aged 

normal (NC ). All patients had a digit span ≥ 5 and were judged to be normal on bedside tests 

of oral expression and understanding of oral language. NC were either spouses of patients or 

other individuals who volunteered to participate in the research projects of our laboratory. All 

the participants gave their written informed consent. The study was conducted in accordance 

with the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki (2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Experimental material 

Confabulations were collected with the Confabulation Battery [(CB) (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a; 

G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009)]. The CB involves the retrieval of various kinds of 

information and consists of 165 questions, 15 for each of the following domains: 

1) Personal Semantic Memory (age, date of birth, current address, number of 

children, etc.). 

2) Episodic Memory. Episodic, autobiographical questions. 

3) Orientation in Time and Place. 

4) Linguistic Semantic Memory. Items 16 to 30 of the WAIS vocabulary subtest 

were selected for a word definition task. 

5) Recent General Semantic Memory. Knowledge of facts and people, which have 

been repeatedly reported in the news during the last ten years. For example, “Who is 

Ben Laden?” 

Table 2.1  Confabulating amnesics’ characteristics. AACoA = ruptured aneurysm of the anterior 
communicating artery; APCoA = ruptured aneurysm of the posterior communicating artery; MRI 
= magnetic resonance imaging 
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6) Contemporary General Semantic Memory. Knowledge of famous facts and 

famous people from 1940 to 1990. For example, “What happened in Paris in May 

1968?” 

7) Historical General Semantic Memory. Knowledge of famous facts and famous 

people before 1900. For example, “What happened in 1789?” 

8) Semantic Plans. Knowledge of issues and events likely to happen in the next 

ten years. For example, “Can you tell me what you think will be the most important 

medical breakthrough likely to take place in the next ten years?” 

9) Episodic Plans. Personal events likely to happen in the future. For example, 

“What are you going to do tomorrow?”  

10) “I don’t know” Semantic. These were questions tapping semantic knowledge 

and constructed so as to receive the response “I don’t know” from normal subjects. 

For example, “What did Marilyn Monroe’s father do?” 

11)  “I don’t know” Episodic. These questions tapped episodic memory and were 

constructed so as to receive the response “I don’t know” by normal subjects. For 

example, “Do you remember what you did on March 13, 1985?” 

 

2.2.3 Procedure 

Questions from the 11 domains were presented to the participants in a semi-randomized order. 

Responses were scored as ‘correct”, “wrong”, “I don’t know”, and “confabulation. For 

episodic memory, responses were scored “correct” when they matched information obtained 

from the patient’s relatives. Correct responses were self-evident for semantic memory 

questions. For “I don’t know” questions, both Semantic and Episodic, an “I don’t know” 

response was scored as correct. Since there is no sufficiently acceptable external criterion 

capable of defining confabulation, for its detection an arbitrary decision necessarily had to be 

made. In order to distinguish between a wrong response and a confabulation a clear-cut 

decision was adopted only for answers to questions probing orientation in time. In this case 

the most strict criterion was chosen: answers to questions regarding the current year, season, 

month, day of the month, day of the week and hour of the day were judged to be 

confabulations only if erring for more than 5 years, 1 season, 2 months, 10 days, 3 days or 4 

hours, respectively. Answers to the other questions of the CB were independently rated as 

‘correct’, ‘wrong’, and ‘confabulation’ by four different raters, and inter-rater reliability was 

100%. Minor distortions were considered errors, whereas major discrepancies between the 

expected and the given answer were considered confabulations, regardless of their content. In 
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other words, generic responses and errors were not coded as confabulation if they didn’t show 

major discrepancies with the expected response. It must be emphasized that the decision as to 

whether an answer was wrong or confabulatory was never puzzling, although it may have  

been made on an arbitrary or subjective basis. As far as questions concerning personal and 

semantic plans are concerned, it might be argued that any possible answer is a confabulation, 

since, by definition, the future is only “probable” and there is in principle no “correct” answer 

to questions about the future. Yet, answers concerning the future can be definitely 

confabulatory when they show a marked discrepancy or a real contradiction with what a 

predicted future event might be, in view of the present situation. For example, although he 

was hospitalized and despite the fact that there wasn’t any television in the ward, to the 

question “What are you going to do to night?” one patient answered “I’ll have dinner with my 

wife and then watch the news at the television”.  

All patients confabulated also spontaneously in their daily life and some of them acted on 

their confabulations. However, their spontaneous confabulations were not analyzed here (but 

see (G. Dalla Barba, in press) for the analysis of CA’s confabulations). 

Three different, independent raters classified confabulations according to the following 

criteria: 

- Habits: these are confabulations consisting of personal habits, which are considered by the 

patient as specific personal episodes.  

- Misplacements: these are confabulations consisting of true episodes and facts misplaced in 

time and place 

- Memory Fabrications: these are plausible memories, semantic or episodic, without any 

recognizable link with personal or public events. 

- Memory Confusions: these are confusions with other personal or public events related to the 

target memory or confusion between family members.  

- Autoreferential Contaminations occur when patients, questioned about public or historical 

events, refer to the event in a personal context.  

- Semantically Anomalous are those confabulations with an extremely bizarre and 

semantically anomalous content. 

Statistical analyses were conducted on the percentages mean of correct responses and 

confabulations on the CB. Further analyses were conducted on the types of confabulations, as 

classified according to the criteria described above. 
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2.3 Results 

Participants’ performance in the CB is reported in Figure 2.1.  

The percentage of correct responses was entered in a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with group (AD, CA and NC) as between-subjects factor and type of question (the CB’s 11 

types of question) as repeated measures factors. Results indicated a main effect for group [F 

(2,25) = 76.8, P < 0.001] and for type of question [F (10,250) = 15.5, P < 0.001]. Post hoc 

analysis (Scheffe’s F corrected for multiple non independent comparisons) revealed that NC 

produced significantly more correct responses than CA patients for all types of questions (all 

P < 0.01). Compared to AD patients, NC produced significantly more correct responses for all 

types of questions (all P < 0.01), except for linguistic semantic memory and historical general 

semantic memory. AD patients produced significantly more correct responses than CA 

patients for all types of questions (all P < 0.05), except for linguistic semantic memory, recent 

general semantic memory, historical general semantic memory and semantic plans.  

A significant interaction was observed for group by type of question [F (20,250) = 4.7, P < 

0.001].  
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NC produced significantly fewer correct responses for historical general semantic memory 

questions than for all other types of questions (all P < 0.05). AD patients produced 

significantly more correct responses for personal semantic memory and linguistic semantic 

memory than for all other types of questions (all P < 0.05). They also produced significantly 

fewer correct responses for episodic memory and recent general semantic memory than for 

Figure 2.1 Participants’ performance in the confabulation battery. The subdivision within each bar 

indicate what proportion of responses were classified as correct, confabulation, wrong and ‘I don’t 

know’, for each type of responses in Alzhermer’s disease patients (AD), Confabulating amnesics 

patients (CA) and Normal Controls (NC). 
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contemporary general semantic memory (both P < 0.05). CA patients produced significantly 

more correct responses for personal semantic memory than for episodic memory, recent 

general semantic memory, contemporary general semantic memory and episodic plans (all P 

< 0.05). They also produced fewer correct responses for episodic memory than for orientation 

in time and space and linguistic semantic memory (both P < 0.05). and for episodic plans than 

orientation in time and place and linguistic semantic memory (both P < 0.05). 

The percentage of confabulations was entered in a two ways ANOVA with group (AD vs CA) 

as between-subjects factor and type of question (the CB’s 11 types of question) as repeated 

measures factors. Results indicated a main effect for group [F (1,16) = 35.4, P < 0.01] and for 

type of question [F (10,160) = 7.5, P < 0.001]. Post hoc analysis (Scheffe’s F corrected for 

multiple non independent comparisons) revealed that CA patients confabulated significantly 

more than AD patients for all types of questions (all P < 0.05), except for semantic plans and 

“I don’t know” questions, both semantic and episodic. 

A significant interaction was observed for group by type of question [F (10,160) = 6.5, P < 

0.01].  

AD patients confabulated significantly more only in episodic memory compared to personal 

semantic memory (P < 0.05), whereas CA patients confabulated significantly more in 

episodic memory and episodic plans than in any other condition (all P <0.01). 

Types of confabulations 

Overall, AD patients and CA produced 146 and 278 confabulations, respectively. The 

percentage mean of each type of confabulation for each group of patients is reported in Figure 

2.2. 
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Figure 2.2  Mean percentages of different confabulation's types in AD and CA patients. 
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Both patients’ groups produced more HC confabulations than of any other type. HC 

accounted for 41% and 32% of confabulation in AD patients and CA, respectively. An 

example of HC confabulation is provided by patient PD. To the question "How did you spend 

last Christmas?" PD answered "Last Christmas? During the day we prepared… we opened 

oysters, we ate prawns, shrimps, turkey, chestnuts, some French fries, salad, cheese, fruits, a 

little ‘bûchette’. We gave the presents to the children, we participated in the games… we had 

to do something. We played dominos". This example shows that PD, when confabulating, 

recalls a 'general' Christmas as a specific one. Instead of recalling what she did specifically 

during the previous Christmas, she recalls what she has probably done on many Christmas 

days throughout her life.  

Misplacements confabulations accounted for 19% and 20% of confabulation in AD patients 

and CA, respectively. An example of this type of confabulation is the following: to the 

question "What happened in Nuremberg?" patient PD answered "There was a criminal trial 

against the Nazis, four years ago." In this case, a true episode and a correct memory are 

misplaced in time.  

Memory Fabrications accounted for 24% and 18% of AD’s and CA’s confabulations, 

respectively, and Memory Confusions accounted for 14% and 15% of AD’s and CA’s 

confabulations, respectively. Autoreferential Contaminations and Semantically Anomalous 

confabulations were less than 10% in both patients' groups, with the exception of one CA 

patient, who produced 25 Semantically Anomalous confabulations out of a total of 42 

confabulations. The percentage of the different types of confabulations was entered in a two-

ways ANOVA with group (AD vs CA) as between-subjects factor and type of confabulation 

as repeated measures. Results indicated a main effect for type of confabulation [F(6,96) = 1, P 

< 0.001], but no significant main effect for group. Moreover results indicate no group by type 

of confabulation significant interaction.  

Both patients’ groups produced significantly more confabulations of the HC type than of any 

other type (all P < 0.01).  

 

2.4 Discussion 

In this study we described the performance of a group of mild AD patients and a group of CA 

on the CB, a set of questions involving the retrieval of various kinds of semantic and episodic 

information. The aim of the study was to quantify and qualify confabulations in our patients. 

In particular, based on previous clinical and experimental observation, we predicted that HC 

would contribute to confabulations more than other types of confabulatory responses.  
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Consistent with our prediction, the main finding of this study demonstrates that the most 

frequently our patients’ confabulations consisted of HC. Other types of confabulations were 

also present, but contributed much less than HC to the total number of confabulatory 

responses. Interestingly, both patients’ groups showed the same pattern of confabulations. AD 

patients confabulated significantly less than CA patients and can be considered ‘mild’ 

confabulators. However, the relative contribution of the different types of confabulations was 

the same in AD and CA, with the exception of Semantically Anomalous confabulations that  

were present only in CA. Semantically Anomalous confabulations in our present classification 

are sometimes described in the literature as ‘fantastic’, ‘bizarre’ or ‘implausible’ (Baddeley & 

Wilson, 1986; Berlyne, 1972; Stuss, Alexander, Lieberman, & Levine, 1978; Weinstein & 

Lyerly, 1968) and are often considered to belong to the ‘spontaneous’ domain of the 

provoked/spontaneous dichotomy (Kopelman, 1987). Our present results show that this type 

of confabulation is quite infrequent (only 31/424 in this study) and that it can be provoked by 

specific questions.  

The great majority of confabulations in this study fall into four categories, HC, 

Misplacements Confabulations, Memory Fabrications and Memory Confusions. These types 

of confabulations clearly differ in their type of content, which consists of habits, repeated 

memories in HC, of temporo-spatial misplacements of true episodes, of episodes that never 

happened to the subject, or in confusions between true episodes or people in the other types of 

confabulation. These differences may reflect the involvement and disruption of different 

cognitive processes and possibly different underlying neural substrates. However, these 

confabulations also show commonalities in that they all show a plausible content. In other 

words, a hypothetical observer faced to these types of confabulations, could never recognize 

them as such, unless he or she is aware of the personal history, background and present 

situation of the individual who produces them.  

In this study we based our analysis on the confabulation’s content. This lead us to identify six 

major types of confabulations, with one, HC, by far more frequent than the other types. Five 

of the six types we identified are plausible and semantically appropriate, and one is 

semantically anomalous. The results of this analysis expand the distinction between 

semantically appropriate and semantically anomalous confabulations (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a) 

indicating that within semantically appropriate confabulations further subtypes can be 

identified.  
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The taxonomy we propose here is not necessarily alternative to the spontaneous/provoked 

distinction, which, at a general level of description, remains useful in identifying two entities 

that can be considered the two extremities of an otherwise rich spectrum of phenomena.  

The relationship between the classification we propose here and that proposed by Schnider 

(Schnider, 2008) seems more problematic. In fact, if Semantically Anomalous confabulations 

in our classification may correspond to Schnider’s fantastic confabulations, the other types of 

confabulations we described are hardly captured by Schnider’s classification. However, in our 

understanding, Schnider’s classification is meant to be more clinical than content based. In 

other words, it is aimed at identifying different types of confabulators rather than different  

types of confabulations. Then, if this is the case, our classification can be applied to each 

subtype of confabulator described in Schnider’s. Yet, there is still a problem with this type of 

account. In our study patients with different pathologies and different types and sites of lesion 

showed, with little variance, the same pattern of confabulation. In particular, regardless their 

clinical diagnosis, their brain pathology or their lesion’s site, all patients produced by far more 

HC than other types of confabulations. This, which is actually the main result of our study, 

indicates that, regardless the underlying pathology, confabulation largely reflects the 

individual’s tendency to consider habits, routines and over-learned information as unique 

episodes. And this tendency is not limited to the retrieval of past information but also involves 

the planning of the future. In fact, based on personal habits, patients who are hospitalized may 

confabulate in planning their personal future by saying, for example, that the following day 

they will go to work. This shows that confabulation is not a ‘pure’ memory disorder, but 

rather a pathological condition that involves the individual’s temporality, or, in our 

terminology, Temporal Consciousness (TC), i.e. being conscious of one’s own past, present 

and future (G. Dalla Barba, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2009; G. Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010). 

According to the Memory, Consciousness and Temporality Theory [(MCTT) Dalla Barba, 

2002], in confabulating patients TC is still there, like in normal subjects. In other words, their 

faculty of mental time travel (Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007) is preserved. At difference with 

non-confabulating amnesics who don't have TC and are lost in a permanent instantaneous 

present, confabulating patients can still remember their past, they are present to a world and 

can project themselves into a personal future. The difference between non-confabulating 

amnesics and confabulating amnesics is not in their amnesic status, since they both have 

severely impaired memory, but in the expression of this status. In non-confabulating amnesic, 

memory impairment is characterized by "negative" symptoms, loss of TC, i.e. their complete 

inability to remember their past, be oriented in their present world and project their personal 
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future. In contrast, in confabulating amnesics, memory impairment is characterized by 

"positive" symptoms, preserved TC, i.e. their preserved ability to remember their past, be 

oriented in their present world and project their personal future. However, in doing this, these 

patients make errors, sometimes frankly bizarre errors. Actually what is happening in these 

patients is that TC is still there but is not interacting with less stable patterns of modification 

of the brain, because these modifications are abolished or inaccessible1. Most frequently the  

 

result of this condition is that personal habits and routines are considered in a personal 

temporal framework. When asked what they have done the previous day or what they are 

going to do the following day, confabulating patients typically answer with memories and 

plans that they usually have in their daily life. Although admitted to the hospital, they will 

say, for example, that the previous day they went out shopping and that the following day 

they will be visiting some friends, acts that presumably were part of their routine life. 

According to the MCTT, in this condition TC interacts with more stable patterns of 

modification of the brain2 and addresses routines and repeated events as unique past event 

(Figure 2.3). 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 Less stable patterns of modification of the brain correspond to what sometimes is referred to as "episodic 
memory traces". However, we have criticized elsewhere (Dalla Barba, 2002) the very concept of memory trace, 
showing that it is based on a paradox.  
2 More stable patterns of modification of the brain correspond to what sometimes is referred to as "semantic 
memory traces". 

Figure 2.3  Model of the temporal 
consciousness, according to the 
Memory, Consciousness and 
Temporality Theory (Dalla Barba, 
2002). NS = nervous system; X, Y, Z  = 
patterns of modification of the NS, from 
less stable (X), to more stable (Z); TC = 
temporal consciousness; KC = knowing 
consciousness. 
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The condition we have sketched here (but see Dalla Barba, 2002; Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010 

for more detailed descriptions) accounts for what we indicated with HC confabulations. 

Suddendorf and Corballis (2007) suggested that TC (mental time travel in their terminology) 

has an adaptive advantage and contributes to future survival because it allows to shape future 

events and to develop anticipatory behavior. However, the preservation of TC is not itself an 

adaptive advantage, since it may lead to inappropriate anticipatory behavior when it interacts 

with inappropriate information. Indeed this is what happens in confabulating patients, who, 

even more than non-confabulating amnesics, are exposed to the risk inappropriate behavior. 

To conclude, the qualitative account and the taxonomy of confabulations we propose here fits 

the MCTT, but it is not incompatible with other theories, which consider the construction of a 

coherent notion of subjective time a crucial step in order to understand the more evolved 

aspects of human memory. The MCTT shares similarities with Tulving's notion of autonetic 

consciousness (Tulving, 1985), with the concept of mental time travel (Suddendorf & 

Corballis, 2008) and with Schnider's theory of extinction as a necessary component in order to 

adapt to ongoing reality and to anticipate future events. Future research should focus on 

cognitive and biological mechanisms that enable individuals to have and adapt their 

subjective time to past, present and future reality. 
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3. When confabulation affects the personal temporality: an experimental study  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Confabulation is an infrequent and mainly a transitory sign shown by patients who suffer 

from an organic memory disorder. At a general level it can be defined as the production of 

statements and actions that are unintentionally incongruous to the subject's history, 

background, present and future situation (Dalla Barba, 1993a). A number of interpretations 

have been proposed in order to explain the underlying cognitive and the anatomical substrate 

of confabulation (Conway & Tacchi, 1996a; Fotopoulou, Solms, & Turbull, 2004a; Johnson, 

1991a; Kopelman, 1987a; Schnider & Ptak, 1999; Moscovitch, 1989). All these 

interpretations correctly capture some cognitive and neuroanatomical aspects, however a 

conclusive agreement among authors on the origin of this phenomenon is still lacking. This is 

mainly due to the fact that confabulation is not a unitary phenomenon and therefore it may 

reflect differing underlying cognitive and neural mechanisms.  

Notwithstanding the different taxonomies, cognitive and neuroanatomical distinctions, it has 

previously shown that, regardless the underlying pathology and the brain lesion site, 

confabulators tend to report as unique personal memories, events that belong to their habits 

and routines (Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010; La Corte, Serra, Boissé, & Dalla Barba, 2010). In 

short, with minor exceptions, confabulators mainly report 'Habits Confabulations', which are 

plausible, repeated personal events, indistinguishable from true memories, unless one is 

familiar with the patient's history, background, present and future situation. Therefore it is 

likely that confabulating patients mistake multiplicity, i.e. repeated events for unique events. 

This is clinically well known, since, for example, hospitalized confabulators, when directly 

questioned on what they have done the previous day, they answer that they went at work, or 

report their routine activities, that they usually have in their daily life (Dalla Barba & Boissé, 

2010; La Corte, Serra, Boissé, & Dalla Barba, 2010). However, HC are not the only type of 

confabulation observed. In a recent study, La Corte and co-workers (La Corte et al., 2010) 

analysed 424 confabulations produced by Alzheimer’s confabulating patients and 

confabulating amnesiacs. They found that HC accounted for approximately 50% of 

confabulation, although other types of confabulation were present. 

'Misplacements' (true episodes and facts misplaced in time and place) and 'Memory 

Fabrications' (plausible memories without any recognizable link with personal or public 

events) accounted for 20% of confabulation, respectively, and 'Memory Confusions' 
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(confusion with other personal or public events related to the target memory) accounted for 

approximately 10% of confabulation. In sum, although different types of confabulations may 

exist, HC are significantly the more frequent type of confabulation observed. 

It has also been shown that Alzheimer’s disease confabulating patients produced significantly 

more confabulation in the recall of semantically modified fairy-tales (Little Red Riding Hood 

is a friend of the wolf) compared to the recall of other types of stories (the original versions of 

other fairy tales, e.g. Snow White, and of unknown story) (Attali, De Anna, Dubois, & Dalla 

Barba, 2009). Confabulations in the recall of the modified fairy-tale always consisted of 

elements of the original version of the story. These findings indicate that strongly represented, 

over-learned information interfere in episodic memory recall is implicated in the production 

of confabulations. 

Another characteristic that confabulators share is that they confabulate about their personal 

temporality as a whole, that is, the personal past, present and future. In fact, patients 

confabulate about their past, but also about the ongoing reality (Dalla Barba, 1993; Schnider, 

2008) and when foreseeing their personal future (Dalla Barba, Cappelletti, Signorini, & 

Denes, 1997b; Dalla Barba, 1993a). Conversely, they do not confabulate about impersonal 

temporality, being perfectly able to answer questions like "What happened to Lady Diana?", 

"Who is currently the President of the United States?", or “What will be one of the most 

important breakthrough in the medical domain in the next ten years?"(Dalla Barba, 

Cappelletti, et al., 1997; Klein, Loftus, & Kihlstrom, 2002; La Corte, George, Pradat, & Dalla 

Barba, 2011). 

In addition to a poorly defined cognitive underlying substrate, confabulation lack of a clear 

lesion site. Although is more often associated to lesion involving the ventromedial portion of 

the frontal lobe and related structure, including the basal forebrain (Schnider, 2008), 

confabulation can be observed following more than twenty anterior and posterior brain lesions 

(Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010b; Gilboa & Moscovitch, 2002).  

 In the present work, we explore experimentally, as suggested by clinical observations that 

confabulators fail to distinguish unique from repeated events. We aim at seeing whether 

repeated events, are mistaken for unique events by confabulating patients and if the task we 

propose discriminates confabulating amnesiacs from non confabulating amnesiacs.  
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Participants 

All subjects gave informed consent before being tested. The study was approved by the 

Ethical Committee of the Pitié-Salpêtrière University Hospital of Paris. Patients were asked to  

participate if they had severe memory impairment, but lacked evidence of a confusional state 

(digit span ≥ 5, normal sleep-wake cycle, good attention) or any sign of aphasia or visual 

agnosia. 

Fifteen patients affected by memory disorders and 15 healthy control subjects, individually 

matched to the patients for sex, age and years of education entered the study (Table 3.1).  

 

  
Confabulating 

amnesiacs 

 
Normal controls for 

confabulating 
amnesiacs 

 

 
Non-

confabulating 
amnesiacs 

 

 
Normal controls for 
non confabulating 

amnesiacs 

 

N 

 

9 

 

9 

 

6 

 

6 

Age in years 60.11 (11.25) 61.66 (13.94) 44.5 (9.60) 45 (11.20) 

Education in years 13.55 (4.63) 14.11 (4.64) 14 (4.38) 16 (4.89) 

Male:female 4:5 4:5 4:2 4:2 

 

Confabulation Battery - Mean (SD) % 

 

 

Confabulations in personal temporality categories 
 

Episodic memory 48.41 (29.56) 0 1.11 (2.72) 0 

Episodic plans 37.77 (25.81) 0 0 0 

Orientation in time and 

place 

14.81 (13.24) 0 0 0 

 

Confabulations in impersonal temporality categories  
 

Recent general 

semantic memory 

8.88 (10.54) 1.90 (5) 2.22 (3.44) 0 

Historical general 

semantic memory 

7.40 (10.24) 0.95 (2.51) 3.33 (5.5) 1.11 (2.72) 

Semantic plans 7.40 (8.46) 0 0 0 

 

 

 

Each patient was evaluated for the presence or the absence of confabulations on the basis of 

their behavior in real life and on the production of confabulations at the Confabulation 

Battery. According to these criteria, nine of the 15 patients were classified as confabulating 

amnesiacs and six as non confabulating amnesiacs (Table 3.1). The confabulating amnesiacs 

were significantly older than the non confabulating amnesiacs (Mann Withney U = 5.5, p = 

0.01). However the two control groups, who were matched for age and education with the 

Table 3.1  Demographics information and the amount of confabulations are given for each group. 

Values are means (SD) 
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patient groups, performed equivalently at the Confabulation Battery and at the Multiple-

Unique task. Therefore it is unlikely that age difference between the two groups of patients 

significantly influenced their performance at the Confabulation Battery and at the Multiple-

Unique task.  

All patients had CT or MRI brain scans. Etiologies of brain damage of non confabulating 

amnesiacs were as follows: hemorrhage and operation of an aneurysm of the anterior 

communicating artery (n = 5), rupture of arteriovenous malformation (n = 2), rupture of 

internal carotid artery aneurysm (n = 1), anoxia with diffuse white matter damage (n = 1). 

Etiologies of brain damage of non confabulating amnesiacs were as follows: head trauma with 

right temporal contusion (n =1), left ventral and medial anterior corticectomy for drug 

resistant partial epilepsy (n = 1), Wernike-Korsakoff syndrome with diffuse white matter, 

medial thalamus and mamillary bodies damage (n = 2), hippocampal sarcoidosis with bilateral 

hippocampal atrophy (n = 1), hiperemesis gravidarum with medial thalami and mamillary 

bodies damage (n = 1). 

 

3.2.2 Materials and procedure 

3.2.2.1 Evaluation of confabulation 

 A modified version of the confabulation battery was developed by selecting eight categories 

belonging to two main domains: the personal temporality and the impersonal temporality 

domains (Table 3.1). The first domain included questions of episodic memory, e.g. "What did 

you have last night for dinner?", orientation in time and place, e.g. "Where are you now?" and 

episodic plans, e.g. "What will you do tomorrow?". Impersonal temporality was measured 

with questions tapping impersonal past, e.g. "What happened to Lady Diana?", impersonal 

present, e.g. "Who is currently the President of the United States?" and impersonal future, e.g. 

or "What will be one of the most important breakthrough in the medical domain in the next 

ten years?". 

 

3.2.2.2 Multiple-Unique Task 

In order to discriminate experimentally the confabulating amnesiacs from non confabulating 

amnesiacs we developed an experimental task (Figure 3.1). It was composed of meaningful 

pictures from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) and it consists of four runs of an encoding 

and a subsequent recognition task; between the two, participants performed an interfering task 

of counts backward for 20 seconds. All runs were composed of 24 pictures at encoding and 20 

pictures at recognition. Unknown to the participants the encoding phase included 4 items that 
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appeared only once, 4 items that appeared four times each one and 4 buffer items, two at the 

beginning and two at the end of the run, which were excluded from the data analysis to avoid 

the Primacy and the Recency effects.  

 

One time

Encoding Recognition

Living/non living

Interfering 
task Multiple times

Never seen

 

 
 

 

 

During the encoding, participants performed a living-non living judgment. During the 

recognition, the old pictures appeared once together with equivalent new pictures and 

participants had to decide item recurrences with relation to encoding (three different 

responses were possible: one time, multiple times, never seen). Items were different in each 

run and they were presented on a computer screen for 1500 ms. During the recognition the 

experimental instruction “Have you seen this picture in the precedent list yet? One time, 

multiples times, never seen”, was repeated several times. The test participant’s responses 

were typed in by the examiner. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Examination of confabulation 

In the first part of the study participants were administered a subset of questions from the 

Confabulation Battery (Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009b; Dalla Barba, 1993a). Participants were 

asked to answer 15 questions for each domain concerning their personal past, present and 

Figure 3.1 Design of the Multiple -
Unique Task. The task consists of 
four runs of an encoding and a 
subsequent recognition task; 
between the two, participants 
performed an interfering task. The 
encoding phase included 4 items that 
appeared only once and 4 items that 
appeared four times each one; during 
this phase participants performed a 
living-non living judgment. During the 
recognition task, the old pictures 
appeared once together with an 
equivalent number of new pictures. 
For each item three different 
responses were possible: seen one 
time, seen multiple times, never seen. 
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future, and 15 questions for each domain concerning their impersonal past, present and future 

(see the Methods section for examples of questions each domain). Both non confabulating 

amnesiacs and healthy controls didn’t produce any confabulation in this experiment, whereas 

confabulating amnesiacs produced significantly more confabulations to questions concerning 

personal rather than impersonal temporality (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.2a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, confabulating patients produced 167 confabulations, reporting an individual mean 

confabulation scores ranged from 3.37% to 38.02% (Fig.3.2b). Statistical analysis (Wilcoxon 

signed rank test) revealed a significant difference between the percentages of confabulations 

concerning personal temporality compared to confabulations concerning impersonal 

temporality (all p < 0.05).   

a 

Figure 3.2 Measure of confabulation by the confabul ation battery. (a) The 
amount of confabulations in the confabulating amnesiacs group. Patients 
confabulated significantly more in the personal temporality categories (the first 
three categories) as compared to the impersonal temporality categories (the last 
three categories).  
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Altogether these findings provide further support to studies showing that confabulating 

amnesiacs patients confabulate significantly more in answering questions tapping their 

personal rather than their impersonal temporality (Dalla Barba, Boissé, et al., 1997; Dalla 

Barba & Boissé, 2010; Dalla Barba, Cappelletti, et al., 1997; Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009; 

Dalla Barba, 1993, 2002) 

 

3.3.2 Experiment: the Multiple-Unique Task  

To verify experimentally the capacity of confabulators to distinguish unique from repeated 

events, we used four different runs of an encoding and a subsequent recognition task for 

meaningful pictures some of which were repeated during the encoding (Figure 3.1, see 

Methods for a full description of the experiment). During the recognition phase we measured 

the participants’ ability to distinguish different types of items: items that appeared only once 

(unique), items appeared multiple times (multiple) and items that never appeared at encoding.  

This task is an experimental reduction of the observation that confabulating amnesiacs 

consider multiple events as unique. If confabulators consider habits as specific events, then 

we expect that, compared to non confabulating amnesiacs, confabulators show a significantly 

higher tendency to consider multiple items in the experimental task as unique. 

 

b 

Continued Figure 3.2 Measure of confabulation by th e confabulation 
battery. (b) The amount of confabulations in the personal and impersonal 
dimensions for each patient. 
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A group of confabulating amnesiacs (n = 9), a group of non confabulating amnesiacs (n = 6) 

and a group of normal controls (n = 15) performed the task and different patterns of responses 

emerged (Fig. 3.3). Confabulating amnesiacs made lower hits than non confabulating 

amnesiacs and normal controls (Kruskal-Wallis effect of group: x2 = 13.47, p = 0.001; Mann-

Withney U comparisons: confabulating amnesics ˂ non confabulating amnesics p = 0.01; 

Mann-Withney comparisons: confabulating amnesics ˂ normal controls p = 0.0001). We also 

found a global effect related to omissions (Kruskall-Wallis effect of group: x2 = 18.31, p = 

0.001) and false recognitions (FR) (Kruskall-Wallis effect of group: x2 = 6.73, p = 0.03). 

Furthermore, the Mann-Withney comparisons revealed that the patients’ groups did not differ 

significantly for omissions and FR. However, there was a significant difference between the 

normal controls and both patients’ groups for omissions (Mann-Withney U comparisons: non 

confabulating amnesics ˃ controls p = 0.01; confabulating amnesics ˃ controls p = 0.0006) 

and FR (Mann-Withney U comparisons: confabulating amnesics ˃  controls p = 0.01). Finally, 

and most importantly, we found a global effect related to MU responses (The tendency to 

consider multiple items as unique items in the task), (Kruskall-Wallis effect of group: x2 = 

13.38, p = 0.001). In particular, The Mann-Withney comparisons revealed that the amount of 

unique responses for multiple items was significantly higher in confabulating amnesiacs 

compared to non confabulating amnesiacs (Mann-Withney U = 5; p = 0.01) and controls 

Figure 3.3 Results of the Multiple -Unique Task for each group. During the recognition phase 

different types of responses were possible: hits represent correct items detection, omissions 

represent incorrect rejections of old items, FR (false recognition) represent yes responses for 

new items, MU (multiple-unique) when participants answer to have seen once a target seen 

multiple times. Significant differences between the patients group were found for hits and MU 

responses.  
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(Mann-Withney U = 3; p = 0.0002). Moreover we found a strong correlation between unique 

responses to multiple items and the production of habits confabulation (Spearman correlation, 

r = 0.92; p = 0.0009) in the personal temporality questions, confirming that habits 

confabulation may be traced back to the tendency to consider multiple events as unique. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

In this study we have administered to confabulating amnesiacs patients, non confabulating 

amnesiac patients and to normal controls a task in order to investigate whether confabulating 

patients could be distinguished from non confabulating patients according to their tendency to 

consider repeated events as unique. Our findings actually confirm that considering multiple 

events as unique discriminate confabulating patients from non confabulating amnesiacs. In 

addition, the confabulators’ tendency to consider repeated events as unique, highly correlated 

with their tendency to produce ‘Habit Confabulations’, suggesting that this type of 

confabulation may be traced back to confuse multiple and repeated events as unique (La Corte 

et al., 2010).   

The present findings are compatible and confirm the idea that in confabulation more firmly  

established memory information, represented by multiple items in this study interferes with 

the recall of unique events, represented by unique items in this study, (Attali, Cristancho, & 

Dalla Barba, 2009; Attali, De Anna, et al., 2009; G. Dalla Barba et al., 2002; G. Dalla Barba, 

Attali, & La Corte, 2010; De Anna et al., 2008).  

As stated in the introduction, HC is the more frequent, but not the only form of confabulation. 

Actually in this study a strong correlation was found only between the results of the Multiple-

Unique task and HC, but not with other types of confabulations like Misplacements, Memory 

Fabrications and Memory Confusions. These types of confabulation may actually reflect 

different underlying neurocognitive mechanisms. Also considering the classical distinction 

between spontaneous and provoked confabulation, it has been consistently shown that 

spontaneous confabulations are associated with anterior brain lesions, in particular in the 

orbitofrontal cortex, basal forebrain and related structures (Gilboa, Alain, Stuss, Melo, & 

Moscovitch, 2006a; Kopelman, 1987; Schnider, Gutbrod, & Schroth, 1996; Schnider & Ptak, 

1999a). Spontaneous confabulations, however, can also occur with lesions not involving the 

orbitofrontal cortex and related structures (Dalla Barba, 1993; Dalla Barba and Boissé, 2010; 

La Corte et al., 2011). Other types of confabulation lack a specific anatomical basis, but are 

usually related to posterior cortical and subcortical lesions sparing the orbitofrontal cortex and 

related structures. Overall, lesions in more than twenty brain regions have been reported in 
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confabulation(G. Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010a; Gilboa & Moscovitch, 2002b). Therefore, 

unlike many other neuropsychogical disorders, e.g. aphasic syndromes, confabulation is not 

associated with a specific lesion site.  

As far as the interpretation of confabulation is concerned, the most accepted group of theories 

propose that confabulation is the result of a failure of monitoring processes. These theories 

hold that in confabulation processes involved in the evocation and verification of memories 

are impaired (Burgess & Shallice, 1996; Gilboa, Alain, Stuss, Melo, & Moscovitch, 2006b; 

Johnson, 1991; Moscovitch & Melo, 1997; Moscovitch, 1989b, 1995; Schnider, 2008b).  

Johnson and colleagues, for example, argued that confabulation reflects poor source 

monitoring, or reality monitoring, i.e. deciding whether a memory is a trace of something that 

actually happened to you, or is a memory of an imagined event (Johnson, 1991). This 

interpretation of confabulation is consistent with the idea that confabulation is a form of 

source amnesia (Moscovitch, 1989b; D. L. Schacter, Harbluk, & McLachlan, 1984) combined 

with misattribution of temporal and spatial context (D. Schacter, 1987). However, in a more 

recent paper, Johnson and co-workers demonstrated that reality monitoring, or source 

monitoring, was equally disrupted in a confabulating patient, and in non-confabulating 

patients, suggesting that a reality monitoring, deficit may occur with confabulation but is not 

the only factors involved in the genesis of confabulation (Johnson, O'Connor et al. 1997).  

Moscovitch and colleagues (Gilboa et al., 2006b; Moscovitch & Melo, 1997; Moscovitch, 

1989b, 1995)  have proposed that confabulation is the result of a deficit of strategic retrieval. 

They propose a distinction between two components of retrieval. One, associative retrieval, is 

relatively automatic and independent from frontal functions. The other, strategic retrieval, is 

self-initiated, goal-directed, effortful and intelligent. When strategic retrieval is disrupted, 

following damage in the ventromedial and orbitofrontal cortex (Gilboa et al., 2006b; 

Moscovitch, 1982) both semantic and episodic confabulations should occur if the demands on 

the strategic retrieval of episodic versus semantic information are matched. Burgess & 

Shallice’s (Burgess & Shallice, 1996) model is consistent with Moscovitch’s proposal that 

confabulation is associated with deficits in strategic retrieval, which implicate defective 

search and monitoring. 

Within the group of monitoring theories of confabulation, Schnider and colleagues have 

proposed that confabulation is due to reality confusion resulting from a deficit of reality 

filtering following lesions to the posterior orbitofrontal cortex (Brodman's area 13) or 

structures directly connected with it (Gilboa & Moscovitch, 2002a; Schnider & Ptak, 1999b).  
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Taken together, theories that emphasize the disruption of monitoring/filtering processes in the 

origin of confabulation attribute to the frontal lobe, namely to the orbitofrontal cortex, the role 

of searching and evaluating memories and information in the hippocampus and in the temporo 

parietal cortex. An alternative possibility is that a disrupted orbitofrontal cortex and related 

structures, provide the hippocampus, through the Papez circuit, with already distorted 

information that are considered as true memories and information(Dalla Barba & La Corte, In 

press). We think that this interpretation is more economical in that it avoids the involvement 

of strategic retrieval and monitoring processes, which, at the state of the art, remain poorly 

theoretically grounded(Dalla Barba, 2002). 
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4. Persistent and consistent confabulation in a patient with chronic confabulatory 
syndrome 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Confabulation is the production of statements and actions, unintentionally incongruous to the 

subject’s history, present and future situation (Dalla Barba, 1993a). Since it was described in 

alcoholic patients (Korsakoff, 1889), it is now known to occur with a variety of 

neuropathologies. Beyond the incidence of confabulation in Korsakoff’s syndrome, the 

majority of patients report ruptures of aneurysm of the ACoA and traumatic brain injury 

(TBI). Nevertheless other cerebrovascular accidents are also described such as arteriovascular 

malformations, occlusions, aneurysm of the posterior communicating artery (PCoA) and 

ruptures of internal carotid aneurysm (La Corte et al., 2011).  

Several theoretical accounts in order to explain the neuropsychological mechanism of 

confabulation have been proposed. Attempts have been made in order to explain 

confabulation with reference to impairments of general executive dysfunction (Gilboa et al., 

2006), memory control processes (Burgess & Shallice, 1996), source monitoring (Johnson, 

Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993) and confusion of the temporal context (Schnider & Ptak, 1999). 

However most of these accounts face conceptual problems when confronted with several 

features of confabulation. For example, they cannot sufficiently explain why confabulation 

affects manly the personal temporality compared to the impersonal temporality of semantic 

memories and why it is affected in its wholeness. As a matter of fact, it is well known that 

confabulation affects not only previous memories but also the ongoing reality as well as 

planning of future events.  

Another important point is why the content of confabulation should focus on particular 

themes (Fotopoulou et al., 2004) and why these themes should be stable over time (Burgess & 

McNeil, 1999). Several reports suggest that confabulation involves some aspects of truth of 

the veridical experience (La Corte et al., 2010; Talland, 1961), misattributed in time and space 

but also that it is apparently influenced by factors of affective importance (Mercer et al., 

1977) and personal significance (Burgess & McNeil, 1999). Moreover the content also 

appears to be influenced by premorbid personality traits (Talland, 1961). 

More recently it has been shown that confabulation not only consists of true episodes 

misplaced in time and place, but also of personal habits considered by the patient as specific 

personal episodes (La Corte et al., 2010).  
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These features of confabulation are better accounted for by models which involve 

motivational factors (Conway & Tacchi, 1996; Fotopoulou et al., 2004) and theories that  

consider confabulation a pathological condition involving a distorted temporal consciousness 

(TC) (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a, 1993b, 2000; G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009; La Corte et al., 

2011) . TC means to become aware of something as part of a personal past, present or future 

(Dalla Barba, 2002). According to this view confabulation is not a pure memory disorder but 

rather a condition that causes distorted self identity emerging in confabulations centered on 

the personal temporality.  

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1Case report 

We report a follow-up study of IG’s confabulatory behavior, a 61-year-old woman, who 

developed a striking and chronic confabulatory syndrome following the rupture of a right 

internal carotid siphon aneurysm occurring on 7th January 2011. A CT scan showed lesions 

involving the right frontal parasagittal region, the basal forebrain, the putamen and deep 

frontal white matter (Figure 4.1) 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Neuropsychological examination 

Two neuropsychological examinations and several evaluations of confabulation have been 

conducted (Table 4.1 and 4.3) during a period of one year. 

The patient’s collaboration was good in each testing session however she was disoriented and 

confabulated in time and space. She presented normal capacities of short term memory, oral 

expression, understanding of oral language, reading, writing and calculation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1  Lesion site of IG. 
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Table 4 .1 IG’s neuropsychological assessment    

 Cut-offs  07-15/05/2011  12-28/06/2012  

Intellectual efficiency     

Progressive Raven’s matrices < 18.96  

 

20 26 

Mini Mental State Examination < 23  18 - 

Short Term Memory     

Digit span < 3.5  5 5 

Corsi’s test < 3.25  4 4 

Working memory     

Digit span backward < 4  3 3 

Linguistic abilities     

Semantic fluency (3min)  < 24 31 30 

Phonemic fluency (3min < 17.35  41 38 

Long Term Memory     

Rey-O figure recall (3b min, 30c min) < 18.96  0 - 

Mauri’s test    

Immediate recall  < 25.14  18 23 

Differed recall < 3.44 0 0 

Recognition < 22.02  17 27 

Number of Intrusions ˃ 8  15 11 

Story recall < 7.5 3 5 

Executive functions     

Cognitive estimate < 5  3 - 

Trail Making Test  A ˃ 94  127 51’’  

                               B     ˃282  impossible  345’’  

FAB < 12  15 - 

 

 

She performed well on task considered to be sensitive to intellectual deterioration such as the 

Raven’s colored Progressive Matrices-PM47, however she performed below the normative 

score of the Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). This was 

due to defective performance on sub-tests of orientation in time and space and sub-test of 

memory.  

I.G.’s performance on tests sensitive to frontal lesions varied greatly among testing sessions. 

She reported good scores on verbal fluency (both phonemic and semantic) whereas her 

performance on the cognitive estimates was under the normative mean score. During the first 

neuropsychological assessment she reported a pathological score on the part A of the Trail 

Making Test (while her performance in this test at the moment of the second evaluation was 
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good), despite she reported a good score on the Frontal Assessment Battery. The Part B of the 

Trail Making Test was always impossible as well as the Stroop Test. Finally she exhibited 

defective working memory capacities both times.  

IG reported pathological scores in all tests sensitive to memory. Moreover in most of these 

tests she confabulated or reported a high numbers of intrusions (e.g. Mauri’s test and story 

recall). Interestingly she confabulated during recall of the Rey-O figure recall after 3 and 30 

minutes. She drew a familiar figure resembling a dog by incorporating to it geometrical 

elements of the original figure (Figure 4.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Evaluation of Confabulation 

 

a) Rey-O figure copy b) Rey-O figure recall 3 minutes 

c) Rey-O figure recall 30 minutes 

Figure 4.2  Performance of IG in the Rey-Osterrieth complex figure. 
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To further examine IG’s confabulatory behavior, we submitted her to a modified version of 

the Confabulation Battery (G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009) including questions probing 

personal and general semantic memory, episodic memory, orientation for time and space,  

questions of future oriented semantic and episodic plans and questions to which the 

appropriate response would be “I don’t know”, both semantic (e.g. What did Marilyn 

Monroe’s father do?) and episodic (e.g. Do you remember what you did on March 13, 1985?).  

In table 4.2 we report categories of the confabulation battery administered to IG whereas in 

table 4.3 we report the period of the evaluation and the relative percentage of confabulations 

produced.  

 

 
Table 4.2 The Confabulation Battery categories  

Personal Semantic Memory Contemporary General Semantic Memory 

Episodic Memory Historical General Semantic Memory 

Orientation in time and place Semantic Plans 

Episodic Plans “I don’t know” semantic questions 

“I don’t know” episodic questions 
 

 

 

Table 4.3 Mean % of overall 

confabulations 

21/06/2012  32,12  

20/06/2012  49,70  

15/05/2011  56,70  

16/04/2011  44,04  

 

 

4.3 Results 

IG confabulated in every section of the battery and maintained a qualitatively similar pattern 

in each administration during a period of one year (Figure 4.3). 

The most striking confabulatory tendency was observed in response to questions involving the 

personal temporality (especially for “Episodic memory” and “Episodic plans” i.e. personal 

events likely to happen in the future) rather than for  questions involving the impersonal 

temporality (the semantic categories). 
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She also showed a singular confabulatory hipermnesia for “I don’t know” questions, both 

episodic and semantic (questions for which the predicted and most frequently observed 

response in normal and confabulating subjects is ‘‘I don’t know’’).  

She presented a rare visual confabulation during the Rey-O figure recall.  

IG confabulated provoked by questions as well as spontaneously. Very often she defended her 

confabulations by inventing plausible stories, so that it was hard to identify them without 

detailed knowledge of her everyday life. However she reported also temporal graded 

confabulations focused on her infant and early adulthood age. Interestingly, among the 

different evaluations IG confabulated on the same events reporting the same confabulatory 

content. For example, she stated several times to had been at school in the morning and to had 

spent the afternoon doing her homework or visiting some schoolmates.   

 

4.4 Discussion 

In this study we report a follow-up study of IG’s confabulatory behavior, a 61-year-old 

woman, who developed a striking and chronic confabulatory syndrome following the rupture 

of a right internal carotid siphon aneurysm. IG showed lesions involving the right frontal 

parasagittal region, the basal forebrain, the putamen and deep frontal white matter.  

IG presents a severe confabulatory behavior that persists for several years. She reported 

heterogeneous confabulations, both provoked and spontaneously, in episodic and semantic 

Figure 4.3  Performance of IG in the confabulation battery during a period of one year. 
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categories of the confabulation battery. Despite the heterogeneity of her confabulations, she 

reported a high proportion of confabulations for episodic and personal memories as compared 

to impersonal semantic memories (Figure 4.3). 

Some persistent confabulations were also observed over time. In these occasions IG 

backwards to the age of eleven or twenty years old despite the context prove to her conflicting 

information. For example once she said that she was 20 years old (despite she was 61 years 

old) while she was looking at her on the mirror. Face this conflicting evidence she said to look 

very “ugly” instead to admit that she was older than twenty years old.  

She presented a rare form of spatial confabulation during the recall of the Rey-O figure after 3 

and 30 minutes. Incredibly she reported the same figure representing a dog, with partial 

modifications in both recalls.  

Her confabulatory tendency cannot be explained by impaired executive functions; moreover 

in the last period (21/06/2012) she showed a decrease of confabulations although she still 

presented impaired executive functions (Table 4.1 and 4.3).The IG’s rich and persistent (in 

quantity and in content) confabulatory behavior hardly fits with the actual neuro-cognitive 

theories supposing that confabulation is due to a deficit in the control of recollection. 

Conversely, it would seem more economical to state that some emotional persistent content 

interferes during episodic recall. According to the Memory Consiousness and Temporality 

Theory (Dalla barba, 2002) we suppose that the IG’s confabulatory behavior reflects a 

specific dysfunction of Temporal Consciousness wherein over-learned information 

(represented by habits and information of emotional persistent elements) interferes during 

specific episodic recall. TC means to become aware of something as part of a personal past, 

present or future. According to this model confabulation is not a pure memory disorder but 

rather a pathological condition that involves a distorted temporal consciousness. Distorted 

temporal consciousness is associated to distort self identity emerging in confabulations 

centered on the personal temporality.  
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5. Neural correlates of confabulation 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Confabulation is the production of statements and actions, unintentionally incongruous to the 

subject’s history, present and future situation (Dalla Barba, 1993a). It is an infrequent and 

mainly a transitory sign shown by patients who suffer from an organic memory disorder. 

Actually we do not know precisely what diseases are able to provoke confabulation, because 

there is no study on the incidence of the phenomenon in a non-selected cohort of brain-

damaged patients. Nevertheless, clinicians observed that it is mostly common among patients 

with rupture of aneurysms of the ACoA and those affected by Korsakoff syndrome (KS). 

Nowadays KS can be prevented with thiamine, consequently is no longer a frequent 

associated etiology as it was in the previous century.  

A number of interpretations have been proposed in order to explain the anatomical substrate 

of confabulation (De Luca & Cicerone, 1991; Gilboa et al., 2006; Schnider & Ptak, 1999). All 

these interpretations correctly capture some neuroanatomical aspects, however a conclusive 

agreement among authors on the lesion site and the neural correlates of the phenomenon is 

still lacking.  

Very few studies have looked at a specific anatomical basis of confabulation across diverse 

etiologies. Turner and colleagues (Turner, Cipolotti, Yousry, & Shallice, 2008) found that 39 

patients with different frontal lesions confabulated much more compared to 12 patients with 

different non-frontal lesions. Furthermore patients with orbital lesions confabulated more than 

patients with medial frontal lesions and left lateral lesions. Overall confabulations affected 

personal episodic memory and orientation to time and place. 

More recently Gilboa and Moscovitch (2002) analyzed the anatomical basis of 79 

confabulating patients whose confabulations were classified as spontaneous according to 

Kopelman’s definition (1987). The majority of patients had ruptures of aneurysm of the 

ACoA, 14 had traumatic brain injury (TBI) and the rest had other cerebrovascular accidents 

(arteriovascular malformations, occlusions, aneurysm of the posterior communicating artery 

(PCoA)), dementias, multiple sclerosis, meningitis, encephalitis, KS, etc. The authors 

concluded that the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) may be crucial in the production of 

confabulations and lesions of the ventromedial structures of the frontal lobes “are sufficient to 

produce confabulations, even when damage to other regions is minimal or absent” (p.323). 
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However, several studies report lesions in the absence of ventromedial prefrontal damage (G. 

Dalla Barba, Boissé, et al., 1997; La Corte et al., 2011; Ptak et al., 2001). 

Others group studies in ACoA patients (Alexander & Freedman, 1984; De Luca & Cicerone, 

1991) suggested that the basal forebrain (BFB) might play a crucial role in confabulation. 

Moreover some authors (Alexander & Freedman, 1984; Vilkki, 1985) reported a high 

proportion of right damages in their patients, while De Luca (De Luca, 1993) proposed a dual 

lesion hypothesis which states that confabulation requires both frontal and BFB damage. 

However, different studies report cases without BFB and frontal lesions (G. Dalla Barba, 

Boissé, et al., 1997; La Corte et al., 2011; Ptak et al., 2001).  

Finally Schnider (Schnider, 2008) proposed a critical lesion site in the anterior limbic system, 

in particular either the posterior medial orbitofrontal cortex itself or structures directly 

connected with it.  

Results of the lesions reported in these studies, lead us to establish that confabulation can be 

observed in more than twenty brain lesions. 

In the light of these observations, we suggest that what confabulators have in common is not a 

specific brain lesion but, at least partial preservation of the hippocampus. As a matter of fact, 

patients with bilateral damage to the hippocampus are deeply amnesiacs, but they don't 

confabulate, whereas patients with lesions upstream or downstream of, at least partially 

preserved hippocampus, produce confabulating reports (G. Dalla Barba & La Corte, in press).  

In the present work we aim to identify the neuroanatomical structures implicated in 

confabulation and the role of the hippocampal system in a group of seven patients with 

different etiologies. Based on previous studies, the prediction being that the hippocampus 

should be at least partially preserved in confabulators. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Participants 

The experimental subjects in the study were 13 patients affected by memory disorders and 15 

healthy control subjects, individually matched to the patients for sex, age and years of 

education. Inclusion criteria were amnesia on verbal and spatial testing of memory (scores of 

> 2 SD below the normative mean). Patients were excluded from the study if they had (a) less 

than seven years of education, (b) severe impairments in language, (c) delirium or acute 

confusional state, (d) previous psychiatric history, (e) dementia, or other degenerative brain 

condition. Each patient was carefully evaluated for the presence or the absence of 

confabulations on the basis of their behavior in real life and on the production of 
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confabulations using the confabulation battery. Considering these criteria, seven of the 13 

patients were classified as confabulating amnesics and six as non confabulating amnesics. 

Participants’ demographical characteristics are presented in Table 5.1.  

 

  
Confabulating 

amnesiacs 

 
Normal controls for 

confabulating 
amnesiacs 

 

 
Non-

confabulating 
amnesiacs 

 

 
Normal controls for 
non confabulating 

amnesiacs 

 

N 

 

7 

 

9 

 

6 

 

6 

Age in years 62.28 (10.35) 61.66 (13.94) 44.5 (9.60) 45 (11.20) 

Education in years 12.28 (4.49) 14.11 (4.64) 14 (4.38) 16 (4.89) 

Male:female 3:4 4:5 4:2 4:2 

 

Confabulation Battery - Mean (SD) % 

 

 

Confabulations in personal temporality categories 
 

Episodic memory 56.12 (28.92) 0 1.11 (2.72) 0 

Episodic plans 44.76 (24.85) 0 0 0 

Orientation in time and place 19.04 (11.81) 0 0 0 
 

Confabulations in impersonal temporality categories  
 

Recent general semantic memory 11.42 (10.69) 1.90 (5) 2.22 (3.44) 0 

Historical general semantic memory 9.52 (10.78) 0.95 (2.51) 3.33 (5.5) 1.11 (2.72) 

Semantic plans 9.52 (8.48) 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

The confabulating amnesics group were significantly older than the amnesics non 

confabulating group (Mann Withney U = 5.5, p = 0.01). Because the two control groups, who 

were matched for age and education with the patient groups, performed equivalently in the 

confabulation battery and in the experimental task it is unlikely that the differences between 

the patient groups were related to difference in this variable. The amnesics non confabulating 

group reports a significantly higher scoring of the time from the onset of the disordered brain 

function compared to the confabulating amnesics group (Mann-Withney U = 6; p = 0.01). 

This score is congruent with the clinical evidence reporting differences as regards the duration 

of the pathological condition from its appearance: amnesia tends to persist for a long period, 

whereas confabulation generally is a transient phenomenon lasting days, weeks and rarely 

months. Neuroradiological CT or MRI scans were available for all patients. The 

pathophysiology underlying the cognitive deficits was extremely various (table 5.2). The most 

frequent cause was a cerebrovascular stroke such as the rupture of aneurism or arteriovenous 

Table 5.1 Groups classification . Demographics information and the amount of confabulations are given 

for each group. Values are means (SD). 
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malformation (n = 5). Other causes were Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome (n = 3), cerebral 

anoxia after cardiac arrest (n = 1), hippocampal sarcoidosis (n = 1), corticectomy as treatment 

in drug resistant epilepsy (n = 1), and head trauma (n = 2).  

All participants gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethical 

Committees of the centers involved. 

 

5.2.2 Materials and procedure 

5.2.2.1 Evaluation of confabulation 

We used a modified version of the confabulation battery (Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009) to 

quantify confabulations in the groups of patients as well as in matched healthy controls. The 

modified version of the confabulation battery was developed by selecting six categories 

belonging to two main domains: the personal temporality and the impersonal temporality 

domains (table 5.1). The first domain included questions of episodic memory, orientation in 

time and place and episodic plans in the future. These categories were selected because they 

well represent the personal past (the first and the second category), the personal present and 

the probably personal future respectively. On the other hand the second domain included 

questions about public facts of the recent general semantic memory, historical general 

semantic memory and semantic plans (probably public events in the future). Each category 

included 15 questions. Dalla Barba’s scoring criteria (G. Dalla Barba & Decaix, 2009) were 

followed and statistical comparisons were based on confabulation scores in each category.  
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Group 
 

Confabulating amnesics 
 

Non confabulating amnesics 

Patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Aetiology 
 

Trauma SAH 
AACoA 

AACoA SAH 
AACoA 

ACD SAH 
AACoA 

SAH 
AACoA 

Trauma CPE WKS HS WE - HG KS 

Lesion site 
 

Left frontal 
anterior/ 

parasagittal/ 
anterior 

cingulate 
gyrus/ 

caudate/ 
deep frontal 

WM 
 
 

Right orbito-
frontal/ 

parasagittal/ 
basal 

forebrain 
 

Right 
orbito-
frontal/ 

putamen/ 
caudate/in

ternal 
capsule/ 

basal 
forebrain 

 
 

Right 
deep 

frontal 
WM 

 

ND 
(diffuse 

WM 
damage) 

Right orbito-
frontal 

parasagittal 
/putamen/ 

deep frontal 
WM/ 
basal 

forebrain 

 
Right frontal 
parasagittal/ 

/anterior 
cingulate 

gyrus/ 
anterior 
corpus 

callosum/ 
deep frontal 

WM 
 

Right 
medial 

and 
lateral 

temporal 

Left 
ventral 

and 
medial 
anterior 
temporal 

Diffuse WM 
(medial 

thalamus, 
mammillary 

body, 
periaqueduc

tal 
gray matter) 

Bilateral 
hippoca

mpal 
atrophy 

ND 
(aqueduct 
and third 
ventricle, 

floor of the 
fourth 

ventricle, 
medial 
thalami, 

mammillar
y bodies) 

ND 
(medial 
thalamu

s, 
mammill

ary 
body, 
and 

periaque
ductal 
gray 

matter) 

Months 
after onset 36 4 14 5 10 17 13 40 44 20 67 22 18 

Preserved or impaired cognitive domain 

Global 
Intellectual 
efficiency 

 
= + + + + + ++ = + = = + + 

Spatial long 
term 
memory 

 
+ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ = + +++ +++ +++ + 

Verbal long 
term 
memory 

 
++ +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ 

Executive 
functions ++ +++ + ++ ++ + +++ = = = = + = 

 

 

 

Table 5.2 Cognitive and neuroanatomical characteris tics of the patients along with the etiologies  
Abbreviations: AaCD = anoxia after cardiac arrest; AACoA = rupture of aneurysm of the anterior communicating artery; AVM = rupture of arteriovenous malformation; 
CPE = corticectomy for drug resistant partial epilepsy; HG = hiperemesis gravidarum; HS = hippocampal sarcoidosis; ICAA = rupture of internal carotid artery aneurysm;  
KS = Korsakoff syndrome; NA = not available; ND = no detectable at CT or MRI scans; SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage; WE = Wernicke’s encephalopathy; WM = white 
matter; WKS = Wernicke Korsakoff syndrome. 
Lesions sites are indicated as evident on CT or MRI scans or in brackets as supposed 

Impairment of cognitive domains: +++ severe; ++ moderate; + mild; = spared. 
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5.2.2.2 Lesion analysis 

For each patient a computerized tomography (CT) scan or a magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) was obtained. MRI and CT scans were retrospectively collected in order to describe 

the brain lesion and to identify a common anatomical region underlying the cognitive profile 

(confabulating amnesics vs. non confabulating amnesics).  

Lesion analysis was performed by an expert neurologist (RM) trained to read brain scans and 

blind to patients’ clinical diagnosis and cognitive performances. In order to compare all 

lesions, the following procedure was applied. At first, lesion extent was determined for each 

patient by manually drawing the lesion borders directly onto the original 3D T1 MRI (when 

available), by using the MRIcro software (Rorden & Brett, 2000) and a graphics tablet 

(WACOM Intuos A6, Vancouver, Washington, USA). Then, the 3D brain scan and lesion 

volume were normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain 

template in Statistical Parametric Mapping-5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) running under 

Matlab 7.5 (http://www.mathworks.com). In detail, to reduce lesion-induced registration 

errors, spatial normalization was performed using a mask that excluded the damaged areas of 

the brains, thereby preventing these areas from biasing the transformation (Brett, Leff, Rorden 

& Ashburner, J., 2001)  . After normalization, the brain lesion was segmented and its borders 

were redefined in the normalized brain. Finally, MRIcron software (Rorden & Brett, 2000) 

was used to estimate the extent of the lesion. For the patients, who did not undergo a 3D T1 

MRI, the lesion was delineated using a similar procedure, first drawing from the T1-weighted 

MRI or CT scan images and then manually transposing the drawn lesion onto the standard 

MNI brain template.  

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Evaluation of confabulation 

Overall confabulating amnesics produced 157 confabulations whereas non confabulating 

amnesics only nine. Confabulating amnesics confabulated significantly more in the episodic 

categories for past and future events as compared to semantic memory categories. Statistical 

analysis (Wilcoxon signed rank test) revealed a significant difference between the percentages 

of confabulations concerning personal temporality compared to confabulations concerning 

impersonal temporality (all p < 0.05).   
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5.3.2 Lesion analysis 

Brain lesions site of all patients are described in details in table 5.2, along with the underlying 

aetiology. In 10 out of 13 patients a macrostructural lesion was identified. Conversely, in 

three patients such macrostructural damage was not found, due to the nature of the underlying 

pathophysiological process. For these patients, in agreement with the current literature (Kril & 

Harper, 2012; Lim, Alexander, LaFleche, Schnyer, & Verfaellie, 2004), a supposed lesion site 

was proposed (Fig. 5.2). The maximum overlapping lesion area of the confabulating patients 

(Fig. 5.1) involved the right anterior orbito-frontal cortex (n =3) and the basal forebrain (n = 

3), the right anterior cingulate cortex (n = 2), with a partial extension towards the caudate 

nucleus (n = 2) and putamen (n = 2), and to the higher portion of the prefrontal cortices (n = 

3). The overlap of all lesions also involved the internal/external capsule (n = 1). In non 

confabulating amnesics the lesion was located in the temporal lobe, invariably involving the 

medial temporal structures (n = 6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Discussion 

The analysis of the grey matter lesion showed a greater involvement of the ventral and 

parasagittal prefrontal cortices, right-lateralized in seven confabulating amnesics and left-

lateralized just in one confabulating patient. We also found an involvement of the BFB for 

a 

Figure 5.1 Lesion site. a)Group-specific overlay plots of all confabulating amnesics patients. Results 
are superimposed on slices of the Montreal Neurological Institute standard brain. The number of 
overlapping lesions is indicated by colour-coding increasing frequencies from purple (1 patient) to red 
(6 patients). R= right. b) Analysis of the lesion in one confabulating patient. 

 

b 

R 
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three confabulators. Otherwise, non confabulating patients presented isolated lesions in the 

medial temporal lobe (MTL), without lateralization and no common white matter site.  

According to most studies (for review see Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2002), firstly we found 

lesions involving the ventral and parasaggittal prefrontal cortices. The fact that confabulation 

is mostly related with lesions of the frontal lobes is due to the most frequent associated 

etiologies. Rupture of aneurysms of the ACoA have the reputation of producing the most 

spectacular and severe confabulatory states. The ACoA branches vary from individual to 

individual, nevertheless it is well known to perfuse the BFB and the frontal lobes. Damage to 

frontal lobes normally causes personality changes and judgment problems.  

Many authors attribute a particular role for the generation of confabulations to frontal lobes, 

especially the prefrontal cortex (PFC). To explain confabulation, they suggest a defective 

monitoring and strategically retrieval processes due to lesions in this area. However this 

notion is very general, first of all because frontal lobes represents the largest section of the 

human brain and possesses several connections in and around its borders. In the light of these 

observations, in order to understand the effective contribute and the different functions of the 

frontal lobes to confabulation, it is necessary to isolate the different structures that constitute 

this area.  

In line with numerous studies (for review see Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2002) we also found a 

greater involvement of the BFB. The BFB is considered to be the major cholinergic output of 

the central nervous system. It includes the nuclei of the septum, the nucleus basalis of Mynert 

(a group of neurons in the substantia Innominata) and the ventral extension of the basal 

ganglia (the ventral striatum). These areas share transmitters and connectors with other parts 

of the brain and their physical boundaries are unclear (their neurons might spread out and 

share space with other brain structures). Notwithstanding, the BFB it is known to produce 

effects on attention, conscious awareness, reflexes and learning. As a matter of fact, 

degeneration of this region is associated with Alzheimer’s disease (Teipel et al., 2005). In the 

light of these observations we can suppose that damages of the BFB in our patients correlate 

with memory deficit and decrease of attention.  

Another important aspect of this study is the great right lateralization of the lesion observed in 

our confabulators. As others researchers have noted before (Alexander & Freedman, 1984; 

Vilkki, 1985) , this result suggest that confabulation could be more related to right frontal 

lesions as compared to the left. However a problem with this interpretation is due to the fact 

that left frontal lesions are often accompanied by language impairments causing difficulties in 

the confabulation assessment. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge different studies 
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show a prominent role of the right hemisphere, especially of the PFC (Brewer, 1998) during 

visuospatial complex stimuli recall. In addition to this, damage to  right ventrolateral PFC has 

also been linked with isolated and protracted retrograde amnesia for autobiographical events 

(Levine et al., 1998). The right frontal involvement in cases of retrograde amnesia would be 

predicted by functional neuroimaging evidence of preferential involvement of the right PFC 

in episodic retrieval (Nyberg et al., 1996) .These evidences converge with our results showing 

that lesions in the right PFC are more associated with confabulation of the personal 

temporality recollection rather than impersonal retrieval. Moreover, by using a white matter 

atlas, we estimated that our confabulators had lesions involving the frontal branches of the 

uncinate fasciculus. The uncinate fasciculus providing a direct, reciprocal anterior-temporal-

inferior-frontal connection is considered critical to processes involving episodic retrieval 

(Markowitsch, 1995). 

As far as the non confabulating patients are concerned, they reported lesions in the medial 

temporal lobe (MTL), without lateralization and no common white matter site, indicating that 

an isolated damage of the Medial Temporal Lobe (MTL) causes amnesia but not 

confabulation. These and other findings (La Corte et al., 2011) suggest that confabulation 

implicates at least a partial preservation of the hippocampus.  

Within this framework, confabulation might be caused not only by prefrontal lesions, but also 

by a functional disconnection between the frontal cortex and the MTL, through the uncinate 

fasciculus, a fiber path way that connect anterior e medial temporal lobe portions with ventro-

medial prefrontal cortices.  

Re-experiencing events as part of one’s past is based on temporal consciousness (TC). TC 

means to become aware of something as part of a personal past, present and future (Dalla 

Barba, 2002). This form of awareness not only permits personal episodic recollection but also 

supports the orientation in the present ongoing reality for the formulation of future goals. The 

findings from this study converge to suggest that our confabulating amnesics have impaired 

temporal consciousness attributable to right medial PFC and right frontal-temporal 

disconnection  
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III FINAL DISCUSSION  

 

In the last century memory research has focused on a variety of topics that constitute the 

conceptual core of the field. They include encoding, consolidation, retrieval, forgetting, 

plasticity and memory systems among others. In 2007 several articles appeared that examined 

a new topic: the role of memory in future thinking and imagination. These articles combined 

neuroimaging techniques with behavioral methods to reveal striking overlap in the brain 

activity associated with remembering past experiences and foreseeing possible future 

experiences (D.R. Addis et al., 2009; Okuda et al., 2003; Szpunar et al., 2007). Comparable 

levels of activity were observed during both remembering and foreseeing future events in 

regions of the medial temporal and frontal lobes, posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortex 

and lateral parietal and temporal areas. This neuroanatomical network is commonly referred 

to as the “default network”.  

Despite systematic research concerning the association between remembering and foreseeing 

experiences seemed to irrupt in the scene of neuroscience in 2007, previous 

neuropsychological studies had in fact already laid some of the conceptual and empirical 

foundations for this work. As a matter of fact, investigations in classical amnesics (with MTL 

lesions) and confabulating amnesics (with primarily frontal lobe lesions) showed that these 

patients have problems in foreseeing future experiences (G. Dalla Barba, 1993a; Klein et al., 

2002; Tulving, 1985b).  

Based on these findings we might be able to hypothesize that the common network mentioned 

above is primarily involved with a certain kind of temporally oriented processes in life.  

The present thesis stemmed from the need to investigate the cognitive nature of these 

processes and their neuroanatomical correlates in classical amnesics and confabulating 

amnesics patients.  

As stated above amnesic non confabulating patients report deficits in recalling and foreseeing 

personal episodes. Conversely, amnesic confabulating patients present a peculiar memory 

disorder: they are able to recall personal past events and to foresee future ones, but in doing 

this they make errors. They can misplace real events in different temporal-spatial context or 

invent inaccurate stories by collecting mistaken elements of real memories. 

In other words, amnesic non confabulating patients seem to have completely lost their 

temporal consciousness ability whereas amnesic confabulating patients show dysfunction of 

this type of consciousness.  
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Despite deficits of episodic memory and episodic future thinking have been shown in 

Alzheimer’s disease (D. R. Addis et al., 2009) and amnesic patients (Szpunar et al., 2007), the 

cognitive mechanisms underlying the association between these two systems is not clear. 

Firstly, most of the studies investigating this topic were not able to clearly dissociate temporal 

cognitive processes that make possible this relation, from non temporal cognitive processes. 

Moreover they ignored that when investigating episodic recalling and episodic future 

thinking, the personal relevance might play an important role.  

 

In Chapter 1 of the second part of this work (Experimental studies) we have investigated this 

relation by keeping separate conditions that isolate temporal consciousness (episodic memory 

vs. episodic future thinking) from conditions that analyze components of semantic memory 

(past vs. future) and complex scenes imagery (personal vs. non personal) in a group of mild 

Alzheimer’s disease patients compared to a group of normal controls. Our findings confirmed 

previous results on the close linkage between episodic memory and episodic future thinking, 

but above all revealed that our patients were able to imagine complex impersonal scenarios as 

compared to complex personal scenarios to which they were impaired. Therefore, the 

relationship between remembering the past and imagining the future appears to be more 

subtle than it has been postulated in various studies (Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; 

Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, et al., 2007). We can imagine events never experienced before but 

in order to do this we do not need information of details of specific events already occurred. 

We can easily generalize and extrapolate information from our general knowledge, adding 

arbitrary particularities. As a matter of fact if constructive processes play a role in this relation 

it is unclear why our patients were able to imagine impersonal complex scenes. Our findings 

revealed that the close linkage between episodic memory and episodic future thinking might 

lie on functions related to self-projection and awareness of subjective time rather than on 

general constructive processes of stored elements. Self projection ability is considered crucial 

not only when we imagine ourselves in personal episodes but also when we conceive another 

individual’s viewpoint (theory of mind). This is line with the deficit in foreseeing semantic 

future events also found in our patients.  

The hypothesis that we argue is particularly evident looking at results of Chapter 2 concerning 

qualitative content of confabulations in Alzheimer’s disease patients and confabulating 

amnesics of different etiologies.  
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As stated above, these patients make errors when recalling and foreseeing personal events. In 

other words they show a temporal consciousness dysfunction (Dalla Barba, 2002) with a 

different degree of severity varying from Alzheimer’s disease patients to confabulating 

patients of different etiologies. Alzheimer’s disease patients confabulated significantly less 

than confabulating amnesics patients and can be considered ‘mild’ confabulators. However 

the most frequently form of confabulation in both groups consisted of habits confabulation. 

Other types of confabulations were also present, but contributed much less than habits 

confabulation to the total number of confabulatory responses. This means that regardless the 

underlying pathology and the lesion site confabulation largely reflects the individual’s 

tendency to consider habits, routines and over-learned information as unique episodes. And 

this tendency is not limited to the retrieval of past information but also involves the planning 

of the future. This shows that confabulation is not a ‘pure’ memory disorder, but rather a 

pathological condition that involves the individual’s temporality, or, in our terminology, 

temporal consciousness, i.e. being conscious of one’s own past, present and future (G. Dalla 

Barba, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2009; G. Dalla Barba & Boissé, 2010). 

 

Findings of Chapter 3 confirm experimentally the above mentioned mechanism underlying 

habits confabulation. Moreover the tendency to consider multiple events as unique 

discriminate confabulating patients from non confabulating amnesics in the experimental task. 

In addition, the confabulators’ tendency to consider repeated events as unique in the 

experimental task, highly correlated with their tendency to produce habit confabulations, 

suggesting that this type of confabulation may be traced back to confuse multiple and 

repeated events as unique (La Corte et al., 2010).   

 

Further clinical evidences of disturbed temporal consciousness are highlighted in Chapter 4 

reporting the case study of IG. During a period of one year IG has been examined with 

classical neuropsychological assessments and different examinations in order to investigate 

her confabulatory behavior. IG reported a chronic confabulatory syndrome showing persistent 

confabulations, with regards to the content and the quantity, over time. The IG’s persistent (in 

content) confabulatory behavior hardly fits with the actual neuro-cognitive theories supposing 

defective strategic search and monitoring due to executive deficits consequently to frontal 

lesions. If it would be the case IG should vary in the production of confabulations as varying 

the executive deficit and do not show a “preferential” content of confabulation.  
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Conversely the confabulatory syndrome found in IG can be explained by strong memory 

traces perhaps nuanced by personal significance. These results increase the validity of the 

hypothesized mechanism on the interference of overlearned information during episodic 

recall.  

 

Neuranatomical basis of this intriguing phenomenon are presented in Chapter 5.  

We compared brain lesions of confabulating patients of different etiologies with lesions of 

non confabulating amnesics. For each patient a CT scan or a MRI was obtained in order to 

describe the brain lesion and to identify a common anatomical region underlying the cognitive 

profile (confabulating amnesics vs. non confabulating amnesics.). 

Patients who were amnesics but not confabulating had strongest lesion overlap in the area of 

the medial temporal lobe. The lesion overlap was markedly different in confabulating 

patients. Their lesions mostly overlapped in the area of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex 

right lateralized in six patients out of seven, while just a patient presented similar lesions but 

left lateralized.  

 

These lesions confirmed previous findings on the neural correlates of confabulation (Gilboa & 

Moscovitch, 2002). However our findings differ with respect to these studies in the white 

matter analysis. As a matter of fact we found that all confabulating patients reported white 

matter damage correspondent to the uncinate fasciculus bundle, a fiber path way that connects 

anterior e medial temporal lobe portions with ventro-medial prefrontal cortices. These results 

are further corroborated by preliminary results (supplementary materials) of diffusion tensor 

imaging analysis on Alzheimer’s disease patients showing a correlation between the total 

number of confabulations and white matter disconnection correspondent to the left uncinate 

fasciculus.  

Within this framework, confabulation might be caused not only by prefrontal lesions, but also 

by a functional disconnection between the frontal cortex and the MTL, through the uncinate 

fasciculus. Accordingly, right lateralized prefrontal lesions of our CA are associated with 

general executive deficit (but see chapter 4 for contrasting results), but also with lack of self 

awareness and anosognosia, signs that usually are reported in right damaged patients 

(Babinski, 1914).  

 

Taken together, these observations suggest that the MTL especially the hippocampus is a  
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good candidate as the neural correlate of temporal consciousness. The hippocampus is 

reciprocally connected with all association areas. It receives projections from upstream, from 

neocortical association areas, and projects downstream, through the fornix, to the mamillary 

bodies, the hypothalamus, the anterior thalamus, the anterior cingulate gyrus, and the 

orbitofrontal cortex. Several neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies show that the 

hippocampus plays a key role in a neural network involved in remembering the episodic past 

and in prospecting personal future events. Partial damage of the hippocampus induces mild to 

moderate episodic memory loss (chapter 1) and confabulation as in early Alzheimer's disease 

(chapter 2), whereas complete bilateral damage results in deep amnesia (chapter 3 and 5) 

involving a total loss of episodic memory. Conversely confabulation has been described for 

lesions involving all the above neural structures, but sparing the hippocampus (chpater 3, 4 

and 5). 

 

Concluding we can state that there is no cause of brain damaged and no known lesion area 

that always induces significant confabulations. Confabulation should be considered a 

pathological condition that can be caused by a neuroanatomical disconnection of the frontal 

lobe with the hippocampus. This condition provokes a dysfunction of the subjective personal 

temporality that we have called temporal consciousness. In this condition the most frequent 

form of confabulation is habits confabulation wherein strong memory traces interfere during 

episodic recall lading confabulators to confuse multiple and repeated events as unique. 
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IV SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 A)  (Right) Representation of the limbic system by current in vivo tractography 
reconstructions. (Left) A diagram of limbic interconnections based on McLean’s 1952 proposal 
for a unitary model consisting of Papez circuit (grey boxes connected through the fornix, 
mamillo-thalamic tract, anterior thalamic projections and cingulum) and Yakovlev’s amygdala-
orbitofrontal network (orange boxes); OFC = orbitofrontal cortex. (Adapted from Catani & 
Thiebaut de Schotten, 2012). 
B) Correlations between the overall number of confabulations in AD (n = 20) and tract specific 
measurements of the perpendicular diffusion coefficient.  
 

A 
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